
“We have ways to make you talk.”

BLOOMINGTON FEBRUARY 15 –MARCH 20

CARDINAL’S CLOSET
RADIOLAB

OSCAR PICKS
and DISPATCH FROM KURDISTAN

by John Linnemeier

DAY TROOPERS
by Paige Hutson

BEER  
BOURBON  
& BEYOND

by Pennfield Jensen
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The Oscar Short Film Festival
Feb 19, 20 and 21 / Sunday, Feb 21st at the Buskirk-Chumley Theater  This is your chance to 
see the 15 Oscar-nominated short films before the Awards Show on February 28th. As usual, 
this year’s assortment of Animated, Live Action and Documentary short Oscar contenders 
is a celebration of intimate, personal storytelling. Every filmmaker leaves his or her finger-
prints on the material, making it a rich collection of stories, all of which have something 
profound to say, whether big and bold or small and modest. The Animation films are appro-
priate for children. Children 6 and under are free. Sponsored In Part By The Lotus Education 
And Arts Foundation

Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict 
Feb 19, 20, 26, 27, 28  To say that Peggy Guggenheim was ahead of her time is an understate-
ment. She helped to define her time. A woman of extraordinary tastes and appetites, Peggy 
Guggenheim was an heiress to her family fortune who became a central figure in the mod-
ern art movement. She smuggled canvases out of Nazi-oc-
cupied Paris. As she moved through the cultural upheaval 
of the 20th century, she collected not only art, but artists. 
Her colorful personal history included such figures as Sam-
uel Beckett, Max Ernst, Jackson Pollock, Alexander Calder 
and Marcel Duchamp. Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict is a 
vibrant portrait of a truly amazing woman, at once a cap-
sule history of Modernism and a poignant personal portrait.    
USA / 96 minutes   Sponsored In part by The Venue

The Treasure
Feb 26, 27, March 4, 5, 6, 11, 12  Costi leads a peaceful life. At 
night he likes to read his 6-year-old son stories, to help him 
sleep. Their favorite is Robin Hood. Costi sees himself as the 
hero – righter of wrongs and defender of the oppressed. 
One evening, his neighbor shares a secret: there’s treasure 
buried in his grandparents’ garden, he’s sure of it. If Costi will help locate it, he’ll give him half of whatever they get. Costi’s 
on board. The two accomplices have one weekend to locate the loot. Despite every obstacle in their path, Costi refuses to 
be discouraged. For his wife and son, he’s a real hero – nothing and no one are going to stop him.  Romania / 108 minThe fi-
nal is an astonishing cinematic gesture, an appalling, hilarious statement about modern values, the state of the world, human 
nature and everything else. This is a movie that lives up to its name. — A.O. Scott, The New York Times (Jan 7, 2016)

In the Shadow of Women
March 4, 5, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19  The new film by Philippe Garrel  
is a close look at infidelity—not merely the fact of it, but 
the particular, divergent ways in which it’s experienced and 
understood by men and women. Pierre and Manon are a 
married couple working in fragile harmony on Pierre’s doc-
umentary film projects, the latest of which is a portrait of a 
resistance fighter. When Pierre takes a lover, he feels enti-
tled to do so. Garrel is an artist of intimacies and emotional 
ecologies, and with In the Shadow of Women he has added 
narrative intricacy and intrigue to his toolbox. The result is 
an exquisite jewel of a film.  France / 73 min  
The New Yorker – Critic’s Pick
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45 Years
March 11 – 26 Tentative! Visit TheRyder.com 
for times and locations There is just one 
week until Kate Mercer’s (Charlotte Ram-
pling) 45th wedding anniversary and the 
planning for the party is going well. But then 
a letter arrives for her husband (Tom Cour-
tenay). The body of his first love has been 
discovered, frozen and preserved in the icy 
glaciers of the Swiss Alps. If you prefer acting 
prowess to Star Wars, you can’t do much bet-
ter than this. England / 95 min  It usually takes 
a few decades to sort these things out, but it’s 
just possible that what Charlotte Rampling 
does in 45 Years may someday be consid-
ered one of the greatest performances by an 
actress in the history of the movies. I emerged 
from the movie in a white-out haze of emo-
tions, synapses overloaded, grateful beyond 
words to an actress who can convey so much 
with such subtlety of means.–Boston Globe

Aferim!
March 18 – April 9 Visit TheRyder.com for 
times and locations Eastern Europe, 1835. 
Two riders cross a barren landscape in the 
middle of Wallachia. They are the gendarme 
Costandin and his son. Together they are 
searching for a gypsy slave who has run away 
from his nobleman master and is suspected 
of having an affair with the noble’s wife. 
While the unflappable Costandin comments 
on every situation with a cheery aphorism, his 
son takes a more contemplative view of the 
world.  Do you need another reason to be mad 
about the Oscar nominations? Radu Jude’s 
sublime new feature, officially submitted for 
consideration as Romania’s official entry in 
the best foreign-language film sweepstakes,  
was omitted from the final list of five nomi-
nees. – A.O. Scott, The NY Times

Noam Chomsky: Requiem for 
the American Dream 
April 1, 2, 3 Visit TheRyder.com for times and 
locations Noam Chomsky, widely regarded 
as the most important intellectual alive, talks 
about capitalism--specifically, the deliberate 
concentration of wealth and power in the 
hands of a select few.  One of the filmmakers, 
Jared P. Scott, graduated from IU; he fondly 
remembers watching Manufacturing Consent 
at Bear’s Place. 
Critics Pick! This timely 75-minute teach-in 
spotlights a man who, now 87, seems at the 
height of his intellectual powers. –NY Times

See TheRYder.com for film screeninGs that don’t quite fit here
Fri, Feb 19
Oscar Shorts – Animation 6:45 @ IU 
Fine Arts (FA 102)
Oscar Shorts – Live Action 8:15 @ IU 
Fine Arts (FA 102)
Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict 7:30 
@ IU Woodburn Hall

Sat, Feb 20 
Oscar Shorts – Animation 2pm & 
6pm @ IU Fine Arts (FA 102)
Oscar Shorts – Live Action 4pm & 
8pm @ IU Fine Arts (FA 102) 
Oscar Shorts – Documentary Pro-
gram I  3pm & 7pm @ IU Fine Arts 
downstairs (FA 015)
Oscar Shorts – Documentary Pro-
gram II  4:35 @ 8:35 IU Fine Arts 
downstairs (FA 015)
Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict 7:30 
@ IU Woodburn Hall

Sun Feb 21 Buskirk-Chumley Theater
Oscar Shorts Animation 2:15 & 6pm
Oscar Shorts Live Action 4pm & 7:45 

Fri & Sat, Feb 26 & 27
The Treasure 7pm @ IU Fine Arts 
Peggy Guggenheim: Art Addict 7:45 
@ IU Woodburn Hall

Sun Feb 28
Peggy Guggenheim 6:30 @ Bear’s Pl

Fri & Sat, March 4 & 5
In the Shadow of Women – 6:45 @ 
IU Fine Arts 
The Treasure 7:30 @ IU Woodburn

Sun March 6
The Treasure 7pm @ Bear’s Place

Fri & Sat, March 11 & 12 
In the Shadow of Women 6:45 @ IU 
Fine Arts
The Treasure 7:30 @ IU Woodburn 

Sun March 13
In the Shadow of Women 7pm @ 
Bear’s Place

Fri & Sat, March 18 & 19 
In the Shadow of Women 6:45 @ IU 
Fine Arts

Wait--there’s more! 
Visit TheRyder.com for more listings
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FEATURES                                                     

CONTEST RULES: email your answer to FamousBuses@TheRyder.com. The subject line should read “Bus Contest.” 
Winners will receive a pair of tickets to The Ryder Film Series where, if they are lucky, they will see a movie featuring one 
or more buses in supporting roles. If they are especially lucky, winners may also get a Bloomington Transit coloring book 
and other cool stuff. Be sure to include a mailing address with your entry. Employees of BT, The Ryder and their families 
or facsimiles thereof may not enter. New Jersey residents add a 15% surcharge.

Remember…Movies wouldn’t be Movies without Buses.

In Goosebumps, what does Slappy the Dummy 
(voiced by Jack Black) say as the bus passes?
1. Oh Papa there’s no escaping us
2. A woman on that bus just mooned me
3. Let’s take a cab instead

Answer to Last Week’s Question:
Sandra Bullock moons the bus 
passengers in Our Brand is Crisis.

RADIOLAB
Host Jad Abumrad is coming to Bloomington; he’ll probably be 

“working without a template.”
By Jordan Strong

CLOTHES AT CARDINAL
The story of a pink pullover sweater, and more

By Jordan Goodmon

OPEN STUDIO TOUR
A small band of local artists to found the Bloomington Open Studios 
Tour (BOST), to bring artists and audiences together for a weekend 

of demonstrating, discussing, and collecting art.
By Elizabeth Busey and Michal Ann Carley

ED BERNSTEIN’S GHOSTS
The IU printmaker has been dealing with angels, ghosts and 

inconvenient events for many years.

IN THE COMPANY OF BRAVE MEN
A dispatch from Kurdistan

By John Linnemeier

DAY TROOPERS
Abbie Aloisi and Devon Burder dress as Star Wars characters on 

weekends for a good cause.
By Paige Hutson

BEER, BOURBON AND BEYOND
The making and selling of alcohol can be a thrilling experience. But it is 

also a war zone.
By Pennfi eld Jenson

OSCAR PICKS
Who’s gonna win? The Big Short? The Revenant? And how come 

Straight Outta Compton didn’t get a nomination?
By Andrew Behringer and Chabane Maidi

IN LIGHT DOC FEST
Human rights Documentary Fest at IU

By Tania Bulakh
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BEAUTY IN TRADITIONAL FORMS

View the entire Kenyan collection online at artmuseum.indiana.edu

March 5–May 8, 2016   .   Special Exhibitions Gallery       
Indiana University Art Museum   .   1133 E. Seventh St.

C E L E B R A T I N G  7 5  Y E A R S

INDIANA 
UNIVERSITY
ART MUSEUM

ARTS 
KENYA

OF
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STAGES
By Jordan Strong

DEATH AND DECADENCE – A CHOCOLATE MURDER MYSTERY
FEBRUARY 22/ PLAYER’S PUB/ 6:30 PM/ $50.58
This decadent extravaganza is part of a 
community-wide festival hosted by LIFEDesigns, 
where all event proceeds will benefi t several 
of Monroe County’s non-profi t organizations. 
Popular for over fi fteen years, the Week of 
Chocolate will support: disability, mental illness, 
homelessness, hunger, poverty, and animals. The 
fi nal event of the festival features a titillating 
murder scene set in the swinging sixties. As you 

play your own custom character, decipher clues and follow up on leads to catch the killer. 

WINTER EXPLORATION HIKE SERIES 
FEBRUARY 23/ MONROE LAKE: SOUTHFORK MARSHES/ 1:30 PM/ FREE (REGISTRATION 
REQUIRED)
To take the path less traveled, make your way to Monroe Lake to freely explore the natural 
landscapes. There is no set path for this journey, only the path you choose. Be forewarned though, 
rugged terrain may be along the trail while a formal bathroom may not so be prepared. Each mini 
adventure lasts approximately 1.5 to 2 hours and is limited to 20 people. Excellent time for family 
bonding or fi nding a romantic spot for that special someone who may or may not be your cat. 

BRIAN POSEHN 
FEBRUARY 25/ COMEDY ATTIC/ $15-18
Besides being a regular on Late Night with Conan 
O’Brien, Posehn has stared in sitcoms such as: Seinfeld, 
Everybody Loves Raymond, New Girl, and Steven 
Universe. Not only has he done writing work for 
Metalpocalypse, he’s also written for Marvel’s Deadpool 
comics and the Netfl ix original, With Bob &Dave, which 
he also costars in. In 2013, Brian Posehn had a baby. He 
has since retracted the statement where he gave his fans 
permission to punch his baby if he ever had one. Do not 
punch his baby.

THINK AGAIN
FEBRUARY 25-27/ BLOOMINGTON PLAYWRIGHTS PROJECT/ 7:30PM/ $25
Washington, DC’s three-time recipient of Performance Artist of the Year, heartthrob Max Major 
utilizes a crafty combination of hypnosis, psychology, magic, and suggestion to demonstrate 
the untapped powers of the mind. Through his study of body language, Major will decipher the 
thoughts of audience members and assume the role of a human lie detector. Obviously if you’re 
having an aff air, this isn’t the best place for a date night. But, if you’re ready to decode anyone’s 
thoughts, professor Major will teach you the ropes. 

INDYPROV/FRESH FRIDAYS/ 
STAKZILLA
FEBRUARY 26/ BACKDOOR/ 8PM/ TBD
This Emmy nominated sketch comedy group will 
loosen you up with their downright hilarious and 
subtly awkward comedy. Now happening bi-
monthly, Fresh Fridays has got some new faces! 
Matilda Rose, Oriana Perón, and the fabulous 
Judy Miss Ida K are a wonderful addition to the 
glamorous troupe. Towards the end of the night, 
old school hip hop and boom bap entertainer, 
Stakzilla, will dominate the stage with lyrics 
reminiscent of jazz and soul. 
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THE BRANDS & BOOGIE GOOSE
FEBRUARY 26/ BEAR’S PLACE/ 8:30PM/ $5

Created in 2015, the Brands are a local blues pop 
group itching to play their newest groove album, 
Songs for Lucy, which includes one of their best 
songs, Greatest Hits Collection. Although they are 
relatively young for blues lovers, Boogie Goose 
strives not only to recreate amazing blues sounds but 
to reinvent them for contemporary times. Their song, 
#FirstWorldProblems, is especially funky. As always, 
don’t forget to tip your bartenders!

NOISES OFF
FEB 26-27, MARCH 1-5 / IU THEATER/ TIMES VARY/ $15-25

In Michael Frayn’s mega-
hit British comedy, the 
audience will witness all 
the mishaps, the setbacks, 
and the absurdity behind 
performing a play. Featuring 
a delightfully frazzled cast 
of actors, the writer turns 
the backstage into the real 
show as the frantic troupe 

attempts to make this bedroom farce, titled Nothing On, happen no 
matter what.  When the cast scuttles around the backstage, “intricate 
patterns of pratfalls, miscues, and mistaken identity abound with 
mounting hilarity.” Plus some sardines make an entrance as well.

JASON WILBER PRE-RELEASE ALBUM 
SHOW
FEBRUARY 27/ PLAYER’S PUB/ 8PM/ $10
World traveler Jason Wilber has been the lead guitarist for 
musicians like Greg Brown, Iris DeMent, Hal Ketchum, and 
Carrie Newcomer. In his witty songs featured on his many solo 
albums, “he manages to meld his rock, folk, jazz, and country 
infl uences into a unique sound that’s been described as a 
“Van Morrison meets Wilco”.” Jason also stars on John Prine’s 
Grammy Award winning Fair & Square and his album In Spite of 
Ourselves which spent 32 weeks on the Country billboard charts.

25TH ANNUAL INDIANA HERITAGE 
QUILT SHOW
MARCH 3-5/ MONROE COUNTY 
CONVENTION CENTER/ 9-5/ 
$10-20
In celebration of their 25th 
anniversary, this year the 
Indiana Heritage Quilt 
Show will feature a special 
category. These entries will 
commemorate the colors 
of silver and gray. Other 
categories include: modern, 

small scale, art/innovation, and young quilt makers. The 
IHQS special exhibit focuses on the wide range of artistic skill 
displayed by the Studio Art Quilt Associates and on the past 
works of former faculty members. These instructors have won 
almost every major at national and international shows.  

PRE-SEASON INTRALEAGUE CHARITY 
DOUBLEHEADER WITH THE THUNDER 

BIRDS 
MARCH 5/ CARDIAC ARENA 
(1801 N. CURRY PIKE)/ 
5PM/ TBD
With three teams and more 
than forty skaters, the 

Don’t feel like going out?

We 
Deliver!

Give us a call & we’ll 
bring Smiling Teeth Pizza 
& Pasta & Gluten-Free 
goodness right to your 

hungry face!
East 3rd  by Starbucks 812-331-1234

West 3rd in front of Kroger 812-323-0123

See our menu & specials 
at Buccetos.com
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G A L L E R I E S
& E X H I B I T S

Bleeding Heartland Roller Derby team is Southern Indiana’s premier fl at-track Roller 
Derby League. Unlike overly exaggerated pro-wrestling shows, modern roller derby 
is all about athleticism, sportsmanship, and tough attitudes. These tenacious women 
aren’t afraid to block, jam, and skate their way to victory. You see them at the grocery 
store, the gas stations, and maybe even at work. Not only are these skaters part of the 
community, they strive to raise money and volunteer for local charities. 

“KARMA OF BROWN FOLK”: FIFTEEN YEARS LATER
MARCH 10/ MATHERS MUSEUM/ 5-6PM/ FREE
In 1903, W.E.B. Du Bois asked African Americans, “How does it feel to be a problem?” 
in the Souls of Black Folk. In 2001, Professor Vijay Prashad, asked South Asians 
“How does it feel to be a solution?” in the Karma of Brown Folk. By looking at the 
complications encountered by the members of a “model minority”, Prashad asserted 
that South Asians were steadily deployed as “a weapon in the war against black 
America”. Now fi fteen years later, he is ready to revisit those same questions. 

HERE COME THE MUMMIES
MARCH 25/ BLUEBIRD/ 9PM/ 
$20-22
In 1922, Professor Nigel 
Dumblucke IV excavated 
the ruins of an ancient 
discotheque only to fi nd 
several living mummies 
throwing down “terrifying 
funk from beyond the grave”. 
The undead members of Here 
Come the Mummies scour 
the stages searching for the 
ultimate riff  that’ll release 
them from a powerful curse 
so their souls can fi nally rest 
in peace. No one knows the 
origins of this curse nor their 
actual identities. It’s rumored 
that these funk mummies 
are reincarnated Grammy 
winning musicians. 

UNBORN CITIES | FUTURE CITIES
OPEN UNTIL MARCH 26/ PICTURA GALLERY/ FREE
While both 
Addis and 
Caemmerer 
capture images 
of how they 
think the 
future will 
play out, these 
photographers 
have a very 
diff erent 
perspective. 
Kai 
Caemmerer’s 

Located on the first floor of
Monroe County Public Library
303 E. Kirkwood Ave.

Tuesdays 11 a.m.–7 p.m.
Thursdays 11 a.m.–7 p.m.
Saturdays 11 a.m.–5 p.m.
Sundays  1–5 p.m.

mcpl.info/friends

Shop for bargains–
adult & children’s
books, movies,

music, and more!
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“Unborn Cities” portrays a bleaker more abstract space void of people but fi lled with 
empty skyscrapers. Noah Addis’s “Future Cities” displays complex, unsanitized 
neighborhoods fi lled with makeshift homes and a surviving community. While 
Caemmerer sees a sterile metropolis constantly outmoded by technological 
advancements, Addis tells the tale of adaptive squatters thriving in informal urban 
communities.

KENDALL REEVES
OPEN UNTIL MARCH 25/ GALLERY 406/ FREE
Bloomington’s own photographer, Kendall Reeves, fell 
in love with the art at age six when he was given his 
fi rst camera. Now he’s the successful owner of Spectrum 
Studios which specializes in commercial photography for 
advertising. In staying true to his roots, Reeves was the 
primary photographer for coff ee table books, Bloomington: 
A Contemporary Portrait and A Home of Her Own. His 
latest passion in SCUBA diving “has taken his photography 
to new depths.” 

YOUR AMAZING BRAIN!
OPEN UNTIL SEPTEMBER 28/ WONDERLAB/ $8
In this interactive exhibit, you can discover the amazing 
inner workings of the brain. For a comparison, WonderLab 
is displaying a real human brain alongside several animal 
brains such as birds, sharks, and reptiles. Visitors can explore 
an interactive model of an MRI machine, challenge a partner 
to use brainwaves to move a ball across a table, trick your 

brain into seeing things that aren’t really there, and check out a giant model of the brain. 

MATERIAL CULTURE: 
QUILTS INSPIRED BY MATHERS MUSEUM ARTIFACTS
FEBRUARY 16-MAY 15/ MATHERS MUSEUM OF WORLD CULTURES/ FREE
Almost two years ago, a talented group of quilters named, The Charm Club, toured 
the Mathers Museum and found objects that spoke volumes to them. Inspired by 

those objects, the club went to 
work quilting their response by 
using several diff erent techniques 
and styles. Some of the artifacts 
that caught their eye included an 
aboriginal Australian painting, 
carved wooden African doors, a 
pre-Columbian weaving, and a pair 
of Woodland Indian moccasins. The 
quilt will be showcased alongside 
the original objects for comparison. 

THE PERFORMATIVE BOOK 
FROM MEDIEVAL EUROPE TO THE AMERICAS
OPEN UNTIL MAY 4/ LILLY LIBRARY/ FREE
The Lilly’s newest exhibition “celebrates the medieval book, the transition to print that 
fostered the exploration of the Americas, and modern works that rediscover medieval 
texts as sources of artistic inspiration.” These handmade creations will include examples 

of books utilized by religious 
communities to guide worship 
through exquisite paintings, 
music notations, and texts. 
Certain items in the collection 
demonstrate how medieval 
men and women expressed the 
perception of their own identity 
in books through coasts of arms, 
self-portraits, and curses. 

G A L L E R I E S
& E X H I B I T S
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April 5, 2010, Indianapolis, IN – Butler ’s Gordon Hayward 
rebounded Duke’s Brian Zoubek’s missed free throw with 
nearly three seconds remaining on the game clock. No tim-
eouts. Duke: 61, Butler: 59. With the crowd on their feet and 
the national title on the line, Hayward dribbled past two de-
fenders and let up a half court shot at the buzzer. Although 
Hayward missed and the Blue Devils won their fourth na-
tional title, the Bulldogs inspired the nation with their heroic 
journey throughout the tournament. Moments like these are 
why sports fanatics often refer to March Madness as “the 
best time of the year.”
Multiple teams are threats to win this year ’s national 

title as the “Big Dance” approaches: Oklahoma and North 
Carolina appear as heavy favorites thus far, while others 
closely lurk in the hunt. Oklahoma comfortably sits as the 
nation’s number one team in the AP Top 25. Their leader: 
senior guard Buddy Hield, arguably the nation’s top player 
behind Louisiana State’s Ben Simmons. Hield, who’s pro-
jected as a top five pick in this year ’s NBA draft, is averag-
ing a mind-boggling 26.2 points per game while efficiently 
shooting 52.8 percent from the field. North Carolina isn’t 
far behind, however, as they’re currently the nation’s two 
seed in the AP Top 25. The entire Tar Heels starting five, led 
by senior forward Brice Johnson, is averaging double digit 
points this season, contributing to the team average of 85.8 
points per game, which ranks fourth in the nation. Look for 
Villanova, Maryland and Kansas to emerge among the top 
teams as well.
The closer March Madness approaches, the more Bloom-

ington wonders: how will the Hoosiers hold up in the 
NCAA tournament? Although too early to predict, there’s 
one thing we know -- Indiana can play. Since beginning the 
season with a mediocre 7-3 record, the Hoosiers have won 
13 of their last 14 games and are ranked twenty second in 
the nation with a 18-4 record. Their offense is lethal, as they 
“live or die” by the three pointer and excel in fundamental 

passing. They rank seventh in the nation in points per game 
(85.2), third in three point percentage (43.2) and second 
in field goal percentage (51.7).  Senior point guard Kevin 
“Yogi” Ferrell leads the Hoosier run, averaging 17.5 points 
and 5.7 assists per game. Ferrell, always known as a passer, 
recently became Indiana’s all-time leader in assists. 
Down in the paint, freshman big man Thomas Bryant 

continues his breakout season. His averages of 12.4 points 
and 5.5 rebounds per game seem bland, but that’s until his 

72.8 field goal percentage catches the eye. Rumors of Bryant 
declaring for this year ’s NBA draft have already circulated 
and may be true, all pending on IU’s performance in the 
tournament. With a talented supporting cast including Troy 
Williams, Robert Johnson and Colin Hartman, there’s no 
doubt the Hoosiers have the tools to make a deep run this 
March Madness. The only concern, however, lies in their 
consistency. Even with talent, the Hoosiers haven’t forced 
a solid tournament run in recent years, losing in the earlier 
rounds. They lost last year in the opening round against 
Wichita State and failed to qualify for the tournament in 
2014. There’s no doubt the Hoosiers will approach the tour-
nament with confidence and expect it to show in the opening 
round this March. Until that time comes, look for Crean and 
company to hold near-top honors in the Big Ten.

 MARCH MADNESS 
COMMENTS, CONCERNS AND THE HOOSIERS                                                     By Brett Dworski

THE HOOSIERS HAVE 
THE TOOLS TO MAKE 
A DEEP RUN IN THE 
NCAA TOURNAMENT.
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MULTIPLEX 
By Brett DworskiHAIL, CAESAR!

RELEASE DATE: February 5
DIRECTOR: Joel Coen & Ethan Coen
STARRING: Josh Brolin, George Clooney
Set in the early 1950s, this fi lm follows a single day in the life of Hollywood fi lm “fi xer” Eddie 
Mannix (Brolin), who keeps actor’s scandals from the press. Mannix faces his greatest obstacle 
yet when Baird Whitlock (Clooney), lead actor for upcoming fi lm Hail, Caesar! is kidnapped and 
held at ransom for $100,000. Now, it’s up to Mannix and the fi lm studio to collect the money 
and save their beloved star before it’s too late. Brolin joked on NPR that Hail, Caesar! is heavily 
budgeted and “will make so much money it will make people’s heads spin.”

DEADPOOL
RELEASE DATE: February 12
DIRECTOR: Tim Miller
STARRING: Ryan Reynolds, Morena Baccarin
After being subjected to an experiment to cure his cancer, former U.S. 
special forces operative Wade Wilson (Reynolds) is left with accelerated 
healing powers, disfi gured skin and a dark sense of humor. Wilson, with 
his new skills and identity, searches for the man who nearly ended his 
life. Ryan Reynolds told Entertainment Weekly that his character in this 
version of Deadpool will be similar to the comic book as opposed to the 
character featured in X-Men Origins: Wolverine.

ZOOLANDER 2
RELEASE DATE: February 12
DIRECTOR: Ben Stiller
STARRING: Ben Stiller, Owen Wilson
Male model icons Derek Zoolander (Stiller) and Hansel McDon-
ald (Wilson) are called to save the day in this anticipated sequel. 
Interpol brings in Derek and Hansel to infi ltrate a new, unique 
fashion world when a number of celebrities are assassinated with 
Zoolander’s famous “Blue Steel” look on their faces. Meanwhile, 
Zoolander’s arch nemesis, Jacobim Mugatu is out of prison and 
searching for revenge. Rumor has it Stiller has planned for a Zool-
ander sequel since 2008.

GODS OF EGYPT
RELEASE DATE: February 26
DIRECTOR: Alex Proyas
STARRING: Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Gerard Butler, Brenton Thwaites
Going back in time to ancient Egypt: Set (Butler), the god of darkness, holds the throne of 
the Egyptian empire and plunges society into chaos. A mortal hero, Bek (Thwaites), and 
Horus (Coster-Waldau), another Egyptian god, team up and enter the afterlife, crossing the 
heavens to save the world from total domination. Strong visual-eff ects drive this action/ad-

venture fi lm and can be seen in IMAX studios upon release.
ZOOTOPIA
RELEASE DATE: March 4
DIRECTOR: Byron Howard, Rich Moore & Jared Bush (3 Directors)
STARRING: Ginnifer Goodwin, Jason Bateman
A rabbit named Judy (Goodwin) living in Zootopia, a mammal me-
tropolis populated by animals assuming human roles, becomes the fi rst 
woman to join the police force in this Disney animated fi lm. She must 
prove she’s up to the challenge of law enforcement and along the way 
builds an unlikely alliance with a fox named Nick (Bateman). Disney 
recently released a new song by Latin-American artist Shakira titled, 
“Try Everything,” which will be featured in the fi lm.

THE VENUE
A CALL OUT TO ARTISTS
The Art & Soul of Bloomington

A Juried Art Show 

APPLICATION DEADLINE 
MARCH 18

To participate in 
The Art & Soul of Bloomington 

contact The Venue at 
812-339-4200 

or Venueartshow@gmail.com

OPENING RECEPTION
Saturday, April 2nd. 6:00 PM

114 S.Grant St.
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DISCOVERING 
WHO WE ARE 

THROUGH 
WHAT WE 

WEAR

BY JORDAN GOODMON

Identity  
and  
Clothing
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It was a gorgeous, pink pullover sweater—mohaired and V-necked—and spotted 
at a department store while shopping with her mother. “I had just graduated from 
high school and I was sort of disappointed that my mother didn’t say we could buy 
it right then,” recalls Sandy Sabbaugh, one of 17 women who will make up the cast of 
Cardinal Stage Company’s spring main-stage show, Love, Loss, and What I Wore. A few 
weeks after the shopping trip, Sandy received a pink mohair, pullover, V-neck sweater 
that matched the one in the department store—only this sweater had been handmade 
by her mother. The gift has held a special place in Sandy’s wardrobes, both past and 
present: “I wore it all four years of college and I still have it today, although I don’t 
wear it anymore.” She plans to give the storied sweater to one of her granddaughters. 

Love, Loss, and What I Wore is a collection of such remembrances: 28 vignettes of 
moments from various women’s pasts, remembered almost as much (if not more) by 
their accompanying outfits as by the memories themselves. The premise began with 
the 1995 book of the same name written and illustrated by Ilene “Gingy” Beckerman, 
whose recollections and namesake appear as the leading narrator in the script 
adaptation by accomplished sister-duo Nora and Delia Ephron. Nora Ephron is, of 
course, the creator of some of America’s favorite romantic comedies like Sleepless in 
Seattle and When Harry Met Sally. She 
saw the dramatic potential of Love, Loss, 
and What I Wore the moment Beckerman 
asked her to write an introduction 
for the book, recognizing that the 
various snapshots of memories retold 
through the lens of clothing tapped 
into something uniquely universal, yet 
simultaneously personal: “This is not 
about fashion;” Nora Ephron explained 
at a Q&A for the play’s opening back in 2009. “It is about what clothes really are to us, 
those moments when we are constantly trying to find our identity through them and 
either failing or succeeding, in my case failing at least three times out of four.” 

In February 1985, a young singer had a white gown designed by a dressmaker in 
New York City for her debut at Carnegie Hall. Sylvia McNair, now a professor at IU’s 
Jacobs School of Music and another Bloomington local who will be joining the cast, 
laughs today about the color: “It was white. It was white! —and it had gold, rhinestone 
beading. I was a young cub covering Kathleen Battle’s Semele, but singing the role 
of Iris for this performance in honor of George Frideric Handel’s 300th birthday.” 
Backstage after the show, Miss McNair received a first kiss from the man with whom 
she had been conversing for two months in old-school, epistolary fashion—a storyline 
after Nora Ephron’s You’ve Got Mail heart. “So, that’s how I got my very first kiss from 
the man who would become my husband 14 months later on the night of my Carnegie 
Hall debut.” The marriage didn’t last, but did the white-with-rhinestones dress witness 
this dual beginning? Yes, it did. 

Love, Loss, and What I Wore speaks to the idea that what’s personal can be 
personal to others, too. Though comprised of separate monologues with a few 
surprising points of intersection, the play reads like an afternoon with old friends, 
sitting around a coffee table recalling past marriages, prom dates, Brownie uniforms, 
and musing over that age-old clothing question that unites all women: is this navy 
blue or black? It doesn’t matter that the attire discussed in the play is linked to highly 
specific and personal moments in time—indeed, no two identical dresses can be worn 
in quite the same way because of the people who wear them. The poignancy of the 
play is rather in its ability to bring to mind the shared experience of losing that one 
favorite shirt, even if that experience isn’t actually shared at all. 

This sense of vicarious community in Love, Loss, and What I Wore is the reason 
artistic director Randy White has decided to truly make the show a community 
production. Sixteen of the 17 actresses in the cast, including Sandy Sabbaugh, Cardinal 
Stage board member and local real estate agent, are active members of the Bloomington 
community. In lieu of paying the actresses, Cardinal will donate $2,500 in the name 
of the cast to My Sister’s Closet, the Bloomington-based organization that provides 
work attire for women entering or reentering the work force. Additional monetary 
and jewelry donations will be collected at each show. The hope is that community 
donations will match Cardinal’s donation amount.

Love, Loss, and What I Wore will run Thursdays through Sundays, March 31 
through April 10 at the Ivy Tech John Waldron Auditorium. Tickets can be purchased at 
the Cardinal office (900 S. Walnut Street) or at www.cardinalstage.org.

This is not 
about fashion.
NORA EPHRON

812-855-7823  •  iucu.org

Unlock the power of equity
in your home with a 

home equity line of credit.
Low Introductory Fixed Rate:

Thereafter, rates as low as

1.  99%

3. 75%

APR*
for 12 Months

*APR is Annual Percentage Rate. Offer applies to new home equity lines of 
credit only. The 1.99% introductory APR is guaranteed for one year from the 
date of closing. After the introductory rate, the APR will be a variable rate 
based on the prime rate as published in the Wall Street Journal, plus a margin. 
The current lowest variable APR available as of 2/9/16 is 3.75% APR, which 
includes a .25% discount for automatic payment from your IUCU checking 
account. The maximum APR that can be imposed is 18%. $50 annual fee 
waived the first year. Minimum line of credit amount is $10,000; fee of $150 
applies for approved lines of credit less than $20,000. Closing cost may apply 
if title insurance is required. Some restrictions may apply. Contact the Credit 
Union for membership details. Property insurance is required. Investment 
mortgages are not eligible for this program. Rates, terms and conditions are 
subject to change without notice. Loans subject to credit approval. 
^Consult your tax advisor regarding the deductibility
of interest.

Our Home Equity Line of Credit Features: 
• Fixed 1.99% introductory rate for the first 12 mos.
• Annual fee waived the first year
• Free check-writing access
• No prepayment penalty
• Interest may be tax deductable^

APR*

Check out 
daily dining specials on our website

www.bloomingtonindependents.com
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anxious fit in my stomach, the heated racing of my heart, and the 
white fuzz crowding my brain, I had it. I had…gut churn.

Radiolab creator Jad Abumrad describes gut churn as the 
“radical uncertainty you feel when you’re trying to work without 
a template.” Many of you have probably heard of Radiolab. If not, 
here is the official description: “Radiolab is a show about curiosity. 

Where sound 
illuminates ideas, 
and the boundaries 
blur between science, 

philosophy, and human experience.”   
With co-host Robert Krulwich, Abumrad explores a 

smorgasbord of topics from America’s first transgender mayor 
to the controversy surrounding the bloodshed of the hunter 

When my editor asked me to write this piece, I knew 
little about Jad Abumrad and the genesis of Radiolab. 
Actually, I knew little about NPR to begin with. As a child, 
I thought public radio was a bunch of angry men yelling 
about politics. What I thought of as public radio, was indeed 
not true public radio. 

I was 
nervous but I 
knew I had to 
follow through. 
This is only my second feature article; I didn’t have a game 
plan or even an outline to start with. I was terrified over 
the combination of a couple hundred words whether they 
would be read one person or by all of Bloomington. With the 

Radiolab is a show about curiosity.

By Jordan Strong

Gut Churn :
 The Heart (break) of the Creative Process

Radiolab’s Jad Abumrad 
to speak at the Buskirk-
Chumley Theater

half page text guideline

conservation scene. Instead of lecturing, the 
pair create a dialogue with the audience to 
probe concepts and ideas in a storytelling 
narrative. There is also a heavy influence 
of sound collage that creates this other 
dimensional realm where conversation takes 
place in. Unlike This American Life, Radiolab 
breaks down scientific ideas and data so that 
the average person can partake in discussion. 
Now, it reaches over a million people per 
week and is listened to about 14 million times 
a month, but, it didn’t start out with such 
success. 

In 2002, Abumrad jumped on the air 
with the idea of creating something the radio 
world hadn’t seen before. After testing new 
ideas during a slot that reached all of 12 
people an hour, Abumrad and his team got 
permission to move to a daytime slot on the 
FM which reached 90,000 people an hour in 
New York alone. At first, the feedback was far 
from positive. Abumrad shares the immense 
heartbreak he felt after reading pages upon 
pages written by disappointed viewers 
who saw his show as “boring.” Eventually, 
through tremendous effort, Radiolab found 
its niche, if over a million people a week can 
even be considered a “niche” audience.   

Abumrad attributes his success to 
not only accepting this gut churn, but by 
embracing it as part of the creative process. 
“At the beginning of Radiolab, it always 
felt like life or death even though it was 
just a radio show and even though no one 
was listening.” That fight or flight instinct 
shuts our whole system down. Terror sets in. 
The uncertainty of the future can stop us in 
our tracks. However, Abumrad assures us 
that embracing this feeling will lead to the 
fruition of our ideas. 

Radiolab is what it is today because 
its founder allowed this gut churn to lead 
the way towards the future. The worse he 
felt, the clearer the path seemed. Since its 
materialization, Radiolab has been celebrated 
as the winner of two George Foster Peabody 
Awards. In 2011, Jad Abumrad was declared 
as a MacArthur Fellow aka the so-called 
“Genius Grant.” 

According to the MacArthur Fellows: 
“Abumrad is inspiring boundless 
curiosity within a new generation of and 
experimenting with sound to find even more 
effective and entertaining ways to explain 
ideas and tell a story.” 

On March 21 at 7pm at the Buskirk-
Chumley Theater, Jad Abumrad will tell us 
exactly how to navigate the extraordinary 
anxiety of gut churn. The talk is part of the 
IU Media School’s Speakers Series. Whether 
you’re a student, long time listener, or 
passerby on the street, we are all capable of 
pursuing creation. 
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SWEETHEART DEALS   

Vance Music Center
812.339.0618   North Side of Downtown Square   112 West 6th Street

VanceMusicCenter.com    M-F  9:30-5:30    SAT 9:30-5

Close-outs of 
WASHBURN 

and 
SEGA Guitars.
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by Ed Bernstein

I have always considered myself an artist who makes prints 
rather than a “printmaker.”  The expanded form of our media 
is catching up with what I have been doing since graduate 
school some 40 years ago; having an idea and then deciding 
how to make it.

I am interested in the interface between technology and tradition in 
terms of both aesthetics and technique. These complement one anoth-
er in form, content, and inspiration.  Much of my work also carries on 
print media’s long tradition of confronting socio- political issues.  
The above preoccupations continue in this show as I expand media 

and return to the more hands-on, direct mark making and surface 
manipulation that informed my work almost twenty years ago. I 
am again using handmade cast paper; stamping; oil pastel on panel; 
painting with a mixture of powdered pigments, sheetrock mud, and 
gel medium. (Some such earlier pieces from the 1990’s were in my 

B I O G R A P H I C A L  P R O F I L E  O F  E D W A R D  B E R N S T E I N

ANGELS,  GHOSTS, 
AND INCONVENIENT EVENTS 

[editor’s note: Ed Bernstein was Professor of Art and Co-Head 
of Printmaking at Indiana University, Bloomington from 1991 
until he retired in 2013 as Head of Printmaking. He is the 
founder and was Director of the “Indiana University Sum-
mer Program in Printmaking and Artists Books at the Scuola 
Internazionale di Grafi ca, Venice, Italy” and will be directing 
it again in 2016. In January 2014, he had a major retrospective 
with accompanying catalogue, Almost Illuminated at the Grun-
wald Gallery in the Hope School of Art at Indiana University, 
representing 22 years of work created at IU. He recently con-
cluded  a two person exhibition at Galleria ARTre in Trieste, 
Italy -- Still/ Still Life -- with Italian artist Franco Vecchiet. His 
work is in museums in US, United Kingdom, Italy, and China.
His current exhibit, Angels, Ghosts and Inconvenient Events, is 
at the Ivy Tech  Waldron Arts Center through February 20th]
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retrospective exhibition, “Almost Illuminated”, held at the IU Grunwald 
Gallery in January 2014 after my 2013 retirement from teaching printmak-
ing in the Hope School of Art.)  
I still use overt appropriation from Western art history as in Tintoretto’s 

Bullet which comes from the Baroque artist’s large “Last Judgment” in the 
church of the Madonna del Orto in Venice.  I continue to incorporate my 
own photography of art, architecture, and events that interest me in various 
parts of the world. 
Thus the title of this exhibition, “Angels, Ghosts & Inconvenient Events,” 

conjoins imagery and issues I have been dealing with for some time.  I am 
still fascinated by the angels ubiquitous in Baroque fi lled Venice as well 
as the Murano and Venetian chandeliers that have appeared in various 
manifestations in my work for over ten years.  However, these forms are 
now less decorative and more overtly symbolic of life and loss in the wider 
sense as in the Lights Out diptych illustrated here.   

Warrior, also shown, deals with the endless violence, both domestic and 
global, that are front and center in our lives everyday. Here, the large head 
represents  “every soldier” from the Roman warrior onward. On either 
side of the large central head is graffi  ti not only from Bloomington but also 
but also from around the world that primarily deals with political issues, 
particularly violence and unrest. 
Retirement from teaching has enabled to become a full time artist.  Acquir-

ing, designing, and outfi tting my own personal studio has been liberating. 
I have the luxury of time to think about my creative process. I feel like a kid 
again, trying new forms, using new materials, and making larger work 
such as Warrior, Tired Warrior, Dust, and Tethered Angel.  However, as I used 
to tell my students, it is important not to throw the baby with the bathwa-
ter. My fundamental ideas endure as the work evolves.
Although there is only one week left of this exhibition which closes Feb-

ruary 20, I hope you will come see it at the Waldron if you have not already 
done so or revisit the show after having read this article. 
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We are fascinated by the 
making of things, though 
our daily responsibilities 
often remove many of 

us from those potentially creative 
experiences. Yet, by our very nature 
we crave it—the popularity of 
DIY and Makers movements gives 
evidence to this. Artists, however, 
are still fi rmly rooted in material 
manipulation, the focus of their 
craft. But artists don’t just make 
to satisfy an instinctive urge, they 
also desire to share their creations 
with a receptive audience. Four 
years ago this passion drove a small 
band of artists to found the Bloom-
ington Open Studios Tour (BOST), 
which sought to bring artists and 
audiences together for a weekend 
of demonstrating, discussing, and 
collecting art.
Early in 2010, the Indiana Arts 
Council left a large void for arts 
advocacy when it disbanded the 
Bloomington Area Arts Council. 
BOST was germinated during this 
tumult— when groups of artists 

By Elizabeth Busey and Michal Ann Carley

 Michael VanVooren works in 
limestone and is one of the 

artists participating in this 
year’s Open Studio Tour

Bloomington 
OPEN STUDIO TOUR
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were attempting to form coalitions. Several artists, discouraged at what felt like a glacial 
pace to organize and grow of a new volunteer organization dedicated to advocacy 
for the arts, felt that visual artists particularly needed both a strong network amongst 
artists and more opportunities to show and discuss their work. With the limited number 
of galleries in Bloomington, artists—especially emerging ones—wanted a way to reach 
the public directly. 
As they clarifi ed their mission to share resources and solidarity as a collective, they de-

termined to show their work in their studio spaces with all the typical accouterments—
be they post-it note sketches to full-canvas drawings, or clay-smeared potter’s wheels 
to brilliantly-glazes teapots, or tiny cast metal letters laid up for printing to a broadside 
or artist book. Here, a visitor could see the work unfold, see inside the mind and heart 
of the maker through conversation and demonstration, and potentially purchase a work 
of art. Here, relationships could be born. Studios were all over and around the city so 
visitors would need maps for navigation. A website and pamphlet needed to be created 
so that visitors could see some work and read a bit about each artist before they created 
their own route from the maps. Organization and promotion of the overall event as well 
as educating the artists on marketing would be necessary.
Bloomington however, had a typical challenge of cities its size: there was no public 

or non-profi t entity able to take on the organization of such a tour. Yet the artists were 
convinced that there was critical mass and interest in Bloomington, and they persevered 
and determined to do it themselves. Marcy Neiditz, Sarah Pearce and several others 
began to meet regularly to discuss how to recruit artists, fi nd external funding, and 

administer the tour—all on a shoestring budget. 
But of course there were obstacles. “Open Studios is not simply a sales event,” Pearce 

notes. The challenge was to educate artists about the importance of developing relation-
ships—ones that might yield sales over time. Another was funding. The organizers were 
committed to keeping fees low so that more emerging artists could participate. Yet the 
publication of a map and advertising were necessary costs if the event was to be a suc-
cess. Early funding from the Bloomington Arts Commission, plus support from Gallery 
Walk and the Convention and Visitor’s Bureau made this funding model possible. 
This June, BOST will celebrate its 5th year with its steady corps blended with new 

participating artists. It is administered by a group of artist/participant volunteers who 
meet all year to create new tour priorities, fi nd funding sources, and administer the 
event itself. All of the participants are asked to help on some level—from putting up 
signs, to distributing event booklets around the greater Bloomington. 
BOST maintains a high artistic and educational standard, but importantly, it also tries 

new initiatives with an eye toward building a successful organization and brand that is 
sustainable. Now, select community organizations have become educational partners 
and add depth to the weekend’s events. Rhino’s All Ages Club was the partner for 2015 
and in 2016, the Lotus World Music Festival will make use of its new space where vis-
itors will participate in the Lotus’s commitment to create 10,000 stars for a worldwide 
one million stars eff ort. BOST artists have made a commitment to assist in the produc-
tion, using recycled artwork.
As with any journey, guidance is essential. This year BOST plans to have a mobile app 

to use for navigation. For those that love the feel of a traditional book in their hands, 
there will be a color booklet with images of the artists’ work and locations that are 
indexed to detailed maps. This is small enough to fi t in a car’s glove box or a bike pack 
and will long be a useful resource. The website too, will last all year long.
BOST feeds on the synergy of sharing knowledge and increasing an appreciation and 

understanding of art. Artists say that being a tour member allows them to share their art 
in new and intimate ways while visitors leave better understanding how and why art is 
created—the connection has been made. 

Learn more at bloomingtonopenstudiostour.com

EMERGING ARTISTS WOULD SHARE
RESOURCES AND SOLIDARITY

AS A COLLECTIVE.
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By Andrew Behringer and Chabane Maidi

Andrew Behringer and Chabane Maidi are Bloomington na-
tives whose friendship and love of fi lm criticism goes back 
almost 20 years. Andrew is a UITS IT Instructor, Ryder pro-
jectionist, and an independent fi lmmaker and musician, and 
Chabane is an independent game designer and Media School 
instructor. They have seen all of the fi lms nominated for the 
major categories and have picked out all of the movies that de-
servedly scored big, and all of the movies that got the big snub.

BEST PICTURE
S C O R E D

A & C: THE REVENANT / THE BIG SHORT

For the reasons mentioned in our picks for Best Director, we 
would choose either The Revenant or The Big Short as the Best 
Picture of the Year.

S N U B B E D
A & C: STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON

In a year of controversial pass overs, Straight Outta Compton de-
serves recognition. Both of us were biased going into our viewing, 
not being active fans of the music that is the centerpiece of the 
story. Yet the fi lm’s indisputable skill at telling an epic story with-
out being tiresome combined with its authentic array of characters 
that are able to draw emotion from viewers who had not previ-
ously been familiar of their story make it one of the year’s best.

C: 99 HOMES / STEVE JOBS
99 Homes does a great job of portraying people with good intentions 
who are cheated out of their homes due to other people’s greed.

Steve Jobs is a break from the typical biopic, exchanging the insin-
cere glorifi cation of a character for one who inadvertently alien-
ates everyone he loves amidst his delusion of being the infallible 
“conductor” of the Apple orchestra.

A: THE HATEFUL EIGHT / CAROL
The Hateful Eight is my new favorite Tarantino movie. It further 
establishes him as one of the great auteurs of our generation and 
combines the minimalistic setting of Reservoir Dogs with his 20+ 
years of growth and development as a true artist.
Carol doesn’t politicize the romantic relationship between Carol 
and Therese. It tells its plot as a simple romantic melodrama, 
which makes me care far more about the characters. 

BEST DIRECTOR
S C O R E D

A & C: THE REVENANT / THE BIG SHORT
This one is too close to call. With The Revenant, Iñarritu reunites the 
dream team formed in last year’s production of Birdman by working 
with legendary cinematographer, Emmanuel Lubezki, to create a 
fi lm whose vision isn’t comparable to any other this year. It excels at 
strong pacing, mood, and the most beautiful visuals seen in recent 
memory. Iñarritu is a seemingly boundless font of creative potential.
With The Big Short, McKay off ers a colorful, shameless, and consis-
tent style that is a character all of its own. While most “socially 
important” movies are arduous and too fact-driven, McKay’s 
experience as a comedy director enabled him to create a “socially 
important” movie that is easily accessible, relatable, and most im-
portantly, entertaining to the average movie-goer. He has created 
a new hybrid of docu-drama and documentary that will hopefully 
inspire other fi lmmakers in the coming years.

2016 
OSCAR PICKS 
FROM TWO GUYS WHO HAVE 
SEEN ALL OF THE NOMINEES The Revenant shows that Iñarritu 

is a seemingly boundless font of 
creative potential.
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BEST ACTRESS
S C O R E D

A & C: BRIE LARSON
While all of the actresses gave memorable performances, Brie Lar-
son as Ma in Room is deserving of the win. She played her charac-
ter’s two contrasting states with immense naturalism: fi rst as the 
strong, patient, mother-in-control while in captivity, and second 
as the lost, disillusioned, powerless woman coming to terms with 
reality after escaping.

S N U B B E D
A & C: CHARLIZE THERON 

Theron’s Furiosa in Mad Max: Fury Road helps to fi ll Hollywood’s 
defi cit of genuine “tough female” characters. Furiosa doesn’t em-
body the trope of female characters who are given a few moments 
of power, while actually still being at the mercy of their male 
saviors, or even the unrealistically-overpowered female trope 
where the character becomes perfect in every way, resulting in a 
role that is actually patronizing. Furiosa’s “tough female” off ers 
a balance of someone whose perseverance triumphs when raw 
strength fails.

BEST ACTOR
S C O R E D

A & C: TOO CLOSE TO CALL
This is the closest race for us. Leonardo DiCaprio literally went to 
the ends of the earth for his performance in The Revenant. What he 
was able to endure was exceptional; there are very few actors who 
would even be able to complete the shoot.  Michael Fassbender’s 
candid performance as Steve Jobs was fi lled with wide-ranging 
emotional highs and lows, and he delivered lightning quick word-
play with stability we wouldn’t have expected from many others. 
Bryan Cranston’s masterful understanding of Dalton Trumbo’s 
unique dialect harkens back to the Oscar-winning performances 
of Colin Firth and Philip Seymour Hoff man, while Eddie Red-
mayne’s vulnerable turn as Einar/Lili in The Danish Girl was one 
of the most raw and empathetic performances of the year. Matt 
Damon was just okay in The Martian, but it wasn’t all his fault. 
The script left something to be desired.

S N U B B E D
VIGGO MORTENSEN-FAR FROM MEN

SAMUEL L. JACKSON-THE HATEFUL EIGHT

TOM COURTENAY-45 YEARS

MARK DUPLASS-CREEP

BEST SUPPORTING
 ACTRESS

S C O R E D
C: ALICIA VIKANDER 

Despite portraying similar character types, Alicia Vikander’s per-
formance of Gerda Wegener in The Danish Girl surpassed Rooney 
Mara’s restrained Therese in Carol. Alicia’s character was given 
more range, resulting in a more satisfying performance.
A: Rooney Mara
I agree that Alicia and Rooney had similar character types. They 
both personifi ed unhinged support systems for their respective 
leading ladies. However, Rooney’s Therese was more realistic, 
relatable, and humane, which made me connect with her perfor-
mance more than anyone else’s this year.

R U N N E R S  U P
C: KATE WINSLET

My runner up is Kate Winslet for her amazing eff ort as Joanna 
Hoff man in Steve Jobs. Her dedication to character realism was at 
its fi nest in her pitch-perfect emulation of Hoff man’s Armenian/
Polish/Russian/American accent.
A: Jennifer Jason Leigh
If we are talking about pure theatrical prowess, my runner up is 
Jennifer Jason Leigh in The Hateful Eight. Her Daisy Domergue 
is corrosive enough to outshine her all-male co-cast, leaving the 
most lasting impression out of anyone.

BEST SUPPORTING
 ACTOR

S C O R E D
C: CHRISTIAN BALE

Movies that feature a character with an Autism Spectrum Dis-
order usually fall into a trap of portraying them as fl awed, yet 
genius, or perhaps as an inconsistent shell that lacks humanity. 
Christian Bale’s performance of Michael Burry was fi lled with 
heart and careful nuance, while furthering my belief that he can 
play almost any character that he chooses.

Eddie Redmayne’s turn as Einar/Lili in 
The Danish Girl was one of the most raw 
and empathetic  performances of the year.

The Big Short is a “socially important” movie 
that is easily accessible and entertaining. 
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A: SYLVESTER STALLONE / TOM HARDY
My heart wants me to go with Sylvester and my head wants me 
to go with Tom. Stallone completely embodied his “imaginary 
best friend,” Rocky, to a level that made me forget he was acting. 
Hardy’s recklessness was a perfect counterbalance to DiCaprio 
that constantly kept me on the edge of my seat.

S N U B B E D
This was easily the most abundantly talented category, which cre-
ated a huge list of performances that could have been nominated 
in place of the fi ve chosen:

*JASON MITCHELL*-STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON

*JACOB TREMBLAY*-ROOM

MICHAEL SHANNON-99 HOMES

STEVE CARRELL-THE BIG SHORT

PAUL GIAMATTI-STRAIGHT OUTTA COMPTON

OSCAR ISAAC-EX MACHINA

BENECIO DEL TORO-SICARIO

MICHAEL STUHLBARG / SETH ROGEN-STEVE JOBS

NOAH WISEMAN-THE BABADOOK

HUGH JACKMAN-CHAPPIE

NICHOLAS HOULT / HUGH KEAYS-BYRNE-MAD MAX: 
FURY ROAD

THE ENTIRE CAST-THE HATEFUL EIGHT

BEST ADAPTED
 SCREENPLAY

S C O R E D
A & C: THE BIG SHORT

Our pick is easily The Big Short, written by Adam McKay and 
Charles Randolph. McKay proved himself a clever writer with 
Anchorman, and with The Big Short, he was able to apply his wit 
to a serious subject. McKay and Randolph disregarded normative 
Hollywood writing trends, and that is much appreciated.

S N U B B E D
A & C: STEVE JOBS

The biggest snub of the year is Aaron Sorkin’s Steve Jobs. It is a 
screenplay that makes you think, off ering rapid-fi re nuggets of 
dialogue that enrich the screenplay, while not being forcefully 
critical to the story’s themes, allowing for a more natural product.

BEST ORIGINAL 
SCREENPLAY

S C O R E D
A & C: EX MACHINA

Alex Garland’s directorial debut, Ex Machina, features the best 
screenplay out of the bunch. While Straight Outta Compton had the 
year’s most true-to-life and sincere treatment of real events, Ex 
Machina’s script felt the least formulaic, and the most interesting, 
which is quite the accomplishment considering there are essential-
ly only three characters.

S N U B B E D
A & C: HATEFUL EIGHT

While for some, Tarantino’s unrestrained artistic direction steers 
his fi lms into sometimes magnifi cent and sometimes meandering 
waters, the focus of this screenplay is undeniable. The dialogue 
exchanges are rich and developed, and each character is written in 
an individualistic nature, unlike other screenplays this year which 
feature characters that are all to some degree personifi cations of 
the writer(s). 
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event horizon
M O N D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  1 5 T H
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $3 per player
• Shock Treatment; Player’s Pub; 

9pm; $3
• Stand-Up Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• Karaoke; The Bluebird; 10pm; $1
• TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16TH
• State of the City Address; 7pm; 

free & unticketed; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 7pm

• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s 
Pub; 6pm; $3 per player

• Blues Dance Lessons; Player’s 
Pub; 7:30pm; free

• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2 
for host band

• The Cowboys, Laffi  ng Gas, 
Dasher; The Bishop; 9pm; $5

• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 
Place; 6:30pm

• Battle of the Bands; The 
Bluebird; 10pm; $5

• Drink and Draw; The Back Door; 
6pm

• WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17TH
• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $5
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9:15pm; 

free
• Power Point Roulette; The 

Bishop; 6pm; free
• Phreak Show; The Bluebird; 

10pm; $5
• Bonnie “Prince” Billy; Buskirk-

Chumley Theater; 8pm; $20 
adv/$25 day of show

• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18TH
• Will Scott; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Simkhe and M3RDE; Player’s 

Pub; 8pm; $6
• Misfi t Toy Karaoke; Player’s 

Pub; 11pm; free
• Hannibal Buress; The Comedy 

Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; $25
• R. Ring (feat. Kelly Deal of The 

Breeders) w/Lori Goldston 
& Chad Serhal; The Bishop; 
8:30pm; $10

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke Night; Bear’s Place; 

9pm
• Particle w/City of the Sun; The 

Bluebird; 9pm; $10
• The Big Short; Brown County 

Playhouse; 7pm; $5
• Video Boom Screening: 

“Playroom”; The Void; 9pm; free
• F R I D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  1 9 T H
• Dillantro & Elvino; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• 220 Breakers w/Nick Dittmeier; 

Player’s Pub; 8pm
• The Latin Dance Party; Player’s 

Pub; 11:30pm; $3

• Hannibal Buress; The Comedy 
Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; $25

• Karaoke League; Bear’s Place; 
9pm

• Jake Dodds; The Bluebird; 9pm; $5
• The Big Short; Brown County 

Playhouse; 4pm & 7pm; $5
• DJ Eade; The Back Door; 10pm
• SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH
• The UkeTones; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• Below Zero Blues Band; Player’s 

Pub; 8pm; $5
• MadWorld w/Flannel Dan, No 

Name Blues & Shasta Sleeves; 
Player’s Pub; 11:59pm; $5

• Vinyl Lounge w/Donovan 
Romine; The Bishop; 9pm; free

• Clayton Anderson w/Sheila 
Stephen; The Bluebird; 9pm; $12 
Gen. Admission/$35 VIP

• Mozart Requiem; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 7:30pm; $20

• Salsa Night w/Arturo; 
Serendipity; 9pm

• 21st Century Refl ections on the 
Pursuit of Perfection-Utopia 
(Storytelling through Jazz); 
Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm; $15 Adults, $5 Student/
Child

• Queer Cabaret; The Back Door; 
11pm

• S U N D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  2 1 S T
• B’Town Jazz Jam; Player’s Pub; 

4pm
• The Big Short; Brown County 

Playhouse; 4pm & 7pm; $5
• Wig Out!: Karaoke Dance Party 

w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door; 
10pm; free

• MONDAY, FEBRUARY 22ND
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $3 per player
• Shock Treatment; Player’s Pub; 

9pm; $3
• Stand-Up Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• Karaoke; The Bluebird; 10pm; $1
• TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 23RD
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $3 per player
• Blues Dance Lessons; Player’s 

Pub; 7:30pm; free
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2 

for host band
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 

Place; 6:30pm
• Battle of the Bands; The 

Bluebird; 10pm; $5
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door; 6pm
• WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH 
• Stardusters Little Big Band; 

Player’s Pub; 6pm; $7
• Open Mic; Player’s Pub; 9pm; 

free
• Hop Along w/Amy O & 

Kleinerwasserbar; The Bishop; 
9:30pm; $12

• Bear’s Game Night (Mario 
Kart 64/Smash Bros. 64 
tournaments); Bear’s Place; 8pm

• IU Latin Jazz Concert; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 8pm; free & 
unticketed

• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 25TH
• Brian Posehn; The Comedy 

Attic; 8pm; Student (Any School) 
$15/Gen. Admission $18

• Misfi t Toy Karaoke; Player’s 
Pub; 11pm; free

• Muuy Biien w/Birdbath; The 
Bishop; 9:30pm; $6

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke Night; Bear’s Place; 

9pm
• Mungion w/800lb Gorilla; The 

Bluebird; 9pm; $5
• Argenta’s Drag Race Season 3 

Opener; The Back Door; 10pm
• F R I D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  2 6 T H
• Brian Posehn; The Comedy 

Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; Student (Any 
School) $15/Gen. Admission $18

• Tim O’Malley and Dave 
Withered; Player’s Pub; 5pm; 
free

• Justin Case Band; Player’s Pub; 
8pm; $5

• The Latin Dance Party; Player’s 
Pub; 11:30pm; $3

• Poetry Slam; The Bishop; 8pm; 
$5

• Vinyl Lounge w/Nate Gibson; 
The Bishop; 9pm; free

• Live Music!; Bear’s Place; 
8:30pm

• Phunk Nastys; The Bluebird; 
9pm; $5

• SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH
• Brian Posehn; The Comedy 

Attic; 8 & 10:30pm; Student (Any 
School) $15/Gen. Admission $18

• Dan Kirk Band; Los Chachos 
Mexican Restaurant (4747 W 
State Rd. 46; 8:30pm 

• All That Jazz: A Burlesque 
Tribute to Broadway; The Back 
Door; 10pm; $10

• Sable Dalton; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Jason Wilber; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $10
• Films by Christopher Harris; 

The Bishop; 8pm; free
• Vinyl Lounge w/Donovan 

Romine; The Bishop; 9pm; free
• Dance Party; Bear’s Place; 

9:30pm
• Jon Pardi; The Bluebird; 9pm; 

$15
• Salsa Night w/Arturo; 

Serendipity; 9pm
• Craig Brenner; Winter Farmer’s 

Market-Harmony School; 9am; 
free

• S U N D AY,  F E B R U A R Y  2 8 T H
• A Red Carpet Aff air: Oscar 

Screening & Short Film 
Competition; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; Free-Gen. 
Admission/$15 VIP

• B’Town Jazz Jam; Player’s Pub; 
4pm

• Frankie Ballard; The Bluebird; 
8pm; $20

• Wig Out! Karaoke Dance Party 
w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door; 
10pm; free

• MONDAY, FEBRUARY 29TH
• Pub Quiz Team Trivia; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $3 per player
• Shock Treatment; Player’s Pub; 9pm
• Stand-Up Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• T U E S D AY,  M A R C H  1 S T       
• El Ten Eleven w/Shallou; The 

Bishop; 9pm; $12 adv/$15 day 
of show

• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2 
for host band

• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 
Place; 6:30pm

• 42nd Street; IU Auditorium; 
8pm; $36.50-$62.50

• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door; 
6pm

• W E D N E S D AY,  M A R C H  2 N D
• Storyzilla; Bear’s Place; 6:30pm
• 42nd Street; IU Auditorium; 

8pm; $36.50-$62.50
• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back 

Door; 11pm
• T H U R S D AY,  M A R C H  3 R D
• Dead Irish Blues; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• Hero Jr. w/The Cowboys, She 
Brian Posehn; 2/25-2/27; � e Comedy 
Attic; 2/25-8pm, 2/26 &2/27-8 & 
10:30pm; Student (Any School) $15/
Gen. Admission $18
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Done Is Magic; Player’s Pub; 
8pm; $5

• Emily Heller; The Comedy Attic; 
8pm; Student (Any School) $10/
Gen. Admission $13

• The Double Digits; The Bishop; 
9:30pm; $5

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke Night; Bear’s Place; 

9pm
• American Aquarium; The 

Bluebird; 8pm; $12
• FREE HIV Testing from Pos 

Link + FREE Gonorrhea and 
Chlamydia Testing from Monroe 
Co. Health Dept.; The Back 
Door; 7pm

• Argenta’s Drag Race Season 3; 
The Back Door; 10pm

• F R I D AY,  M A R C H  4 T H       
• Boogie Goose; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• Soul Medicine; Player’s Pub; 

8pm; $7
• Emily Heller; The Comedy Attic; 

8 & 10:30pm; Student (Any 
School) $10/Gen. Admission $13

• Molly Soda; The Bishop; 
11:59pm; free

• Karaoke League; Bear’s Place; 
9pm

• Hairbangers Ball; The Bluebird; 
9pm; $6

• Bernie Sanders Benefi t; The Back 
Door; 9pm

• DJ Maddog; The Back Door; 
11:30pm

• S AT U R D AY,  M A R C H  5 T H
• Bleeding Heartland Roller Derby 

Pre-Season Intraleague Charity 
Doubleheader; Cardiac Arena 
(1801 N. Curry Pike); 5:30pm; 
$10 adv/$15 day of bout, $5 kids

• Melissa Lauren; Player’s Pub; 
5pm; Player’s Pub; free

• Soul Street; Player’s Pub; 8pm; 
$8

• Emily Heller; The Comedy Attic; 

8 & 10:30pm; Student (Any 
School) $10/Gen. Admission $13

• Bluelight Reading; The Bishop; 
8pm

• The Boy Band Night; The 
Bluebird; 9pm; $8

• Arts Start Up Seminar; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 10am; $15 
Registration

• Salsa Night w/Arturo; 
Serendipity; 9pm

• Live Music Celebration: Lifetime 
Achievement Celebration: Mel 
Chance w/Big Band Music; 
Brown County Playhouse; 
7:30pm; $12

• Queer Cabaret; The Back Door;  
11pm

•  S U N D AY,  M A R C H  6 T H      
• B’Town Jazz Jam; Player’s Pub; 4pm
• Metavari, Mike Adams At His 

Honest Weight; The Bishop; 
8pm; $7

• 12th Annual Indiana Campus 
Superstar Semi-Finals; Buskirk-
Chumley Theater; 7pm; free & 
unticketed

• Wig Out!: Karaoke Dance Party 
w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door; 
10pm; free

• M O N D AY,  M A R C H  7 T H      
• Heartless Bastards w/Susto; The 

Bishop; 9pm; $15
• Stand-Up Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• Crush Grove Presents: Ray 

Creature w/Dear Tracks & 
Daguerrotype; The Back Door; 
9pm

• T U E S D AY,  M A R C H  8 T H     
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2 

for host band
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 

Place; 6:30pm
• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door; 

6pm
• 

W E D N E S D AY,  M A R C H  9 T H
• Tom Roznowski; Player’s Pub; 

6pm; $5
• Radkey w/Cowboys & Pills; The 

Bishop; 9:30pm; $8 adv/$10 day 
of show

• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• T H U R S D AY,  M A R C H  1 0 T H
• Marge Steiner; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• Salaam’s World Music Night; 

Player’s Pub; 8pm
• HoneyHoney w/Ryan Joseph 

Anderson; The Bishop; 9:30pm; 
$12 adv/$15 day of show

• Jazz Fables; Bear’s Place; 5:30pm
• Karaoke; Bear’s Place; 9pm
• F R I D AY,  M A R C H  1 1 T H      
• CounterPoint; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• The Vallures; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $8
• Sex Salon; The Bishop; 8pm; free
• Fresh Fridays-The Freshest Faces 

of Drag; The Back Door; 10:30pm
• S AT U R D AY,  M A R C H  1 2 T H
• Unholy UFO; Player’s Pub; 5pm; 

free
• Blue Rising; The Bluebird; 9pm; $5
• Salsa Night w/Arturo; 

Serendipity; 9pm
• Youth Music Showcase-BETA 

Teen Center Benefi t; Brown 
County Playhouse; 7:30pm; $12

• S U N D AY,  M A R C H  1 3 T H    
• Wig Out!: Karaoke Dance Party 

w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door; 
10pm; free

• M O N D AY,  M A R C H  1 4 T H    
• Stand-Up Comedy; Bear’s Place; 

8pm
• T U E S D AY,  M A R C H  1 5 T H   
• Blues Jam; Player’s Pub; 8pm; $2 

for host band
• Rangda w/Tyler Damon; The 

Bishop; 9pm; $10
• Songwriters Showcase; Bear’s 

Place; 6:30pm

• Drink n’ Draw; The Back Door; 
6pm

• WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16TH
• Opal Fly & KAPOW; Player’s 

Pub; 6pm; $5
• Titus Andronicus w/Craig 

Finn (of The Hold Steady); The 
Bluebird; 8pm; $15

• Argenta’s Open Stage; The Back 
Door; 11pm

• T H U R S D AY,  M A R C H  1 7 T H
• Karaoke Night; Bear’s Place; 

9pm
• Argenta’s Drag Race Season 3; 

The Back Door; 10pm
• F R I D AY,  M A R C H  1 8 T H     
• 3 Kings; Player’s Pub; 5pm; free
• Hudson Hornets; Player’s Pub; 

8pm
• Karaoke League; Bear’s Place; 

9pm
• Kathy Mattea: The Acoustic 

Living Room; Buskirk-Chumley 
Theater; 8pm; $25-$35

• Fresh Fridays-The Freshest Faces 
of Drag; The Back Door; 10:30pm

• DJ Maddog; The Back Door; 
11:59pm

• S AT U R D AY,  M A R C H  1 9 T H
• Kade Puckett; Player’s Pub; 

5pm; free
• John Dehner and the Enthusiasts; 

Player’s Pub; 8pm; $8
• Pam Thrash Retro; The Bluebird; 

9pm; $5
• Salsa Night w/Arturo; 

Serendipity; 9pm
• Transformative Stories w/

Jill Bolte Taylor & Carrie 
Newcomer; Brown County 
Playhouse; 7:30pm; $27.50

• S U N D AY,  M A R C H  2 0 T H    
• B’Town Jazz; Player’s Pub; 4pm
• New Leaf New Life Benefi t; 

Player’s Pub; 7pm
• Wig Out!: Karaoke Dance Party 

w/KJ Coley D; The Back Door; 
10pm; free

El Ten Eleven w/Shallou; 3/1; � e Bishop; 9pm; $12 adv/$15 day of show

 Heartless Bastards w/Susto; 3/7; � e Bishop; 9pm; $15
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In times when technologies allow people to record their lives and 
instantly stream it to the world, the documentary, as a genre, is 
actualized like never before. It is especially crucial in cases of hu-
man rights violations, when a witness with a camera can change 
the balance of justice in favor of the powerless. As mixtures of 
thrilling investigation, touching life-stories, fi rst-hand insider 
comments, nonfi ction fi lms do not need a special caption “Based 
on a real story.” They are real stories that resonate with our expe-
riences, trigger emotions, and open our eyes to the unexpected or 
unknown. 
Through revealing the covert sides of stories and raising 

awareness about inequality, documentaries empower social 
changes. It is this potential to transform lives that is in the fo-
cus of the In Light Film Festival (ILFF). The event is organized 
by IU students, who share interests in ethnographic fi lms and 
human rights issues. Thus, ILFF not only brings outstanding 
documentaries to Bloomington, but also encourages an open 
dialog between fi lmmakers, IU faculty and students, and a 
local community. 
2016 is the second year of ILFF. This time fi lm selection in-

cludes seven award-winning and critically acclaimed docu-
mentaries from 2014 and 2015, focusing on a variety of acute 
social topics. 
The festival will open with a screening of an Oscar-nominated 

and Sundance award-winning Cartel Land  (2015). The fi lm fea-

tures units of vigilantes who are fi ghting narco cartels on both 
sides of the US-Mexican border. Accompanied by the whiz of 
bullets, the movie documents a story of citizens who overtake 
the state’s role in the drug warfare. Under extremely danger-
ous circumstances, Cartel Land ‘s fi lm crew risked their lives to 
capture a gritty, on-the-ground look at the complex situation of 
civil justice and drug traffi  cking.
Distrust to the government institutions is a leading theme 

for another fi lm in the ILFF program – The Russian Woodpecker 
(2015).  Filmed in the Chernobyl exclusion zone that has been 
abandoned for nearly 30 years after the nuclear plant explo-
sion, it follows an eccentric artist – Fedor Aleksandrovich 
– who introduces his version of Chernobyl’s accident. In his 
interpretation the explosion is connected to the Cold War and 
the construction of mysterious over-the-horizon radio antenna. 
Film’s investigation was interrupted by the major political up-
rising in Ukraine (2014), which added an unexpected angle to 
Fedor’s story. The fi lm will be introduced by the director, Chad 
Gracia, and cinematographer Artem Ryzhykov. The latter was 
injured by sniper during the fi lming process. 
Brutal violence and social response to it is a leitmotif in Je Suis 

Charlie (2015), about a terrorist attack on the French satire mag-
azine Charlie Hebdo. The fi lm depicts journal’s contributors 
who chose caricature as their weapon. After 12 people were 
killed at the Charlie Hebdo offi  ce, the phrase “Je suis Char-

IN LIGHT FILM FESTIVAL 
DOCUMENTARIES  THAT I LLUMINATE HUMAN RIGHTS COMING TO IU 

BY TANIA BULAKH

Fedor Alexandrovich (left), 
director Chad Gracia and 
cinematographer Artem 
Ryzhykov of The Russian 
Woodpecker. Ryzhykov 
was wounded by sniper 
fi re during the fi lming. 
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lie” united people all over the world in an 
unprecedented solidarity. A father-and-son 
duo of Emmanuel and Daniel Leconte pay a 
tribute to the victims and continue the story 
of provocative and controversial magazine, 
started in It’s Hard to Be Loved by Jerks 
(2008).
While Je Suis Charlie deals with more 

recent events, What our Fathers Did: A Nazi 
Legacy (2015) inquires how people make 
peace with the dreadful consequences 
of WWII and the Nazi heritage. Human 
rights lawyer Philippe Sands lost his family 
members in the Holocaust. He investigates 
the lives of two men whose fathers were 
Nazi Governors and consultants to Adolf 
Hitler. In the course of making a movie, 
Sands discovered an elaborate account of 
the past that encompasses the story of his 
own grandfather. 
Invisible but very tangible social barriers 

are featured in Pervert Park (2014), which 
focuses on a group of sex off enders that live 
in a private trailer park known as Florida 
Justice Transitions. Because of the law, they 
are restricted from living within 1000 feet of 
places frequented by children. The docu-
mentary explores the social pressure that the 

outcast community experience and their struggle to reintegrate 
into a society that has rejected them. 
Urban challenges and social divisions are also highlighted in 

The Chinese Mayor (2014). Decades of coal mining have dev-
astated an ancient capital of China – Datong – and turned the 
city into one of the ugliest urban sites in the world. The fi lm 
portrays a former mayor, Geng Yanbo, and his fanatical plan to 
relocate half a million people in order to restore relict walls of 
an old town. 
Thank You for Playing (2015) is one of the most touching 

films in the festival’s program. When a one-year-old Joel 
was diagnosed with a rare form of cancer, his father - Ryan 
Green, an indie video game developer - designs a poetic 
game, called “That Dragon, Cancer.” Through the game 
Ryan records his family’s day-to-day experiences of Joel’s 
cancer treatment, guides the audience into their lives, where 
“play” and “game” take on new meanings.

S C H E D U L E  O F  F I L M S

F R I D A Y ,  M A R C H  4 T H

6:30PM Cartel Land IU Cinema

9:30PM The Russian Woodpecker IU Cinema

S A T U R D A Y ,  M A R C H  5 T H

4:30PM Pervert Park Fine Arts 015

6:30pm Je Suis Charlie Fine Arts 015

S U N D A Y ,  M A R C H  6 T H

3:00pm Thank You for Playing Fine Arts 015

5:00pm What Our Fathers Did: 

A Nazi Legacy Fine Arts 015

7:00pm The Chinese Mayor 

Fine Arts 015
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RYDER: And your first feature film, Ninth Street [1999], started out as 
a play, right?
KW: Correct. That play started at Marymount, and then went to a few 
other cities. But I always had intended to try to make it as a film.
RYDER: And I’m struck, thinking about that film in this context, 
how much it shares with [Spike Lee’s] Do the Right Thing (1989), in 
terms of sensibility, in terms of the focus on a troubled but vital black 
neighborhood. Which leads me to ask: were you already aware of 
Lee’s work at that point?
KW: You know, that has come up before. That film came out around 
the same time I started work on Ninth Street; that film took me about 

nine years to make, to actually finish 
it. But people would come up and 
say, “It reminds me of Do the Right 
Thing,” and I think that’s true. I 
think there’s always been that link 
between us, that we had similar 
interests and styles, and a similar 
way that we approached things.
RYDER: And after that, let’s see, a 
total of eight films as a writer and 

as director, strikingly often coming back to themes about African 
Americans and the black experience of Americ
KW: Most obviously in CSA [CSA: The Confederate States of America, 
2004], the mockumentary, you turn around the outcome of the Civil 
War but also make very interesting comments on racial dynamics in 
contemporary culture. Do you want to talk about that one a bit?
KW: CSA came out of a number of different things. As you know, 
I’m something of a history geek, and had written a lot about various 
historical periods. That’s my main interest in many ways. But 
specifically, with CSA I was trying to find a way to tell a slavery 
story. Mitch Brian and I had written a script called Shields Green and 

Born in Junction City, Kansas, Kevin Willmott’s film 
career began with writing, directing, and starring in Ninth 
Street (1999), a film exploring the vibrant black business 
neighborhood of his home town (thriving but troubled, and 
eventually razed by urban “renewal”). Since that time, he has 
written and directed eight feature films, while also providing 
screenplays for directors ranging from Oliver Stone to Chris 
Columbus, as well as for a number of television projects.  He is 
Assistant Professor of Film Studies at the University of Kansas. 
Most recently, Willmott and Spike Lee penned the screenplay 
for Chi-Raq, an adaptation of Aristophanes’s classical Greek 
comedy Lysistrata, refocused on the contemporary issue of 
urban gun violence (specifically in Chicago). We spoke in mid-
January.
RYDER: So let’s start with some 
deep background: you came to 
film through theatre? 
KW: Yes. At Marymount, in Salina 
[Kansas]. I was always interested 
in film, but there just were no 
film studies programs around. 
[Willmott would eventually find 
a film program in New York, where he received his MFA from 
New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts.] So theatre was 
the next best thing for me. 
RYDER: And that’s where you first encountered Lysistrata, cast 
in it as an undergraduate. 
KW: Yes, I was part of the old men’s chorus. And I was 
impressed right from the start with the language; it seemed to 
work well with African American rhythms. At the time I was 
listening to a lot of Richard Pryor, and so I did my part as if I 
was Richard Pryor, and that seemed to work really well. That 
experience always stuck with me. 

The core of the Chi-raq is 
about trying to end violence 
and find solutions.

The road to 
Chi-Raq An Interview with 

Filmmaker Kevin 
Willmott

By Tom Prasch
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the Gospel of John Brown about John Brown, the abolitionist, and Shields Green, who 
was hung with him at Harper’s Ferry. Green was a slave who was trying to get his 
family free. John Brown was the only person in the country really freeing slaves, and 
that’s why he hooked up with Brown. We sold that script to Twentieth Century Fox; 
it was a big sale. It was bought by Christopher Columbus, the guy who made Mrs. 
Doubtfire [1993] and Home Alone [1990]. And Denzel Washington—he only had one 
Academy Award at that time—wanted to play Shields Green, but they couldn’t find 
anyone to play John Brown, so that film never happened. CSA kind of came out of 
my frustration with that. I really wanted to tell a slavery story, and I wanted to make 
slavery real for people today in a different way than a typical slavery film would. 
And so that’s where that film came from.
RYDER: And then, following this theme, in Destination: Planet Negro (2013), you play 
with race in the 1930s and race in the contemporary context in a really interesting 
way.
KW: Yes, the whole idea of that film—my personal connection to it—is that my 
parents were older people. My father was 60 when I was born, so—I love telling 
this story—he was born in 1898, and so that’s only thirty-odd years from the end 
of slavery. And so when Obama was elected, both my parents had passed away by 
then, but I thought how my father in particularly would have thought about a black 
president. When I was growing up, he would say things like, “It’s a white man’s 
world.” He grew up in Mississippi at the turn of the century, which was like hell on 
earth. And just the reality of going from Mississippi at the turn of the century, where 
you basically have no rights at all that anyone had to respect, to having an African 
American president, is just amazing. And at the same time, there’s the fact that we’re 
not quite there yet. And so the film tries to deal with how far we’ve come and how 
far we have to go. And I love science fiction, especially science fiction that has a point 
to it, that can reveal things about society in various ways. I love Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers [1956], movies like that that were science fiction but that commented on 
society. And that’s really where Destination comes from.
RYDER: And then next up was Jayhawkers [2014], where you deal with Wilt 
Chamberlain’s Kansas University career and the issues of race in sports and the 
gradual transformation of collegiate athletics.
KW: Yes, for that one, my life here in Lawrence was a big influence. Growing up 
in Kansas as a kid, Wilt Chamberlain was a big deal; everybody wanted number 
13 when we played ball. But I think a lot of it was the influence of Lawrence, and 
of [long-time KU basketball coach] Phog Allen. I’d heard so many stories of what 
he had to endure when he came to KU, and how he changed KU. It just seemed 
like a really great story to show a side of Wilt Chamberlain in particular that most 
people don’t know about. And then we turned it into an ensemble piece—that’s 
why we called it Jayhawkers—where it deals with Phog Allen, and with Coach Dick 
Harp [who succeeded Allen as basketball coach] as well, really showing how each 
of them was instrumental, not just as great basketball figures, but also in the racial 
development of Lawrence. 
RYDER: Which brings us to Chi-Raq [2015]. And, backing up a little bit, the genesis 
of this is really when you showed CSA at Sundance, right?
KW: Yes. Well, let’s back up a little bit more. I sent CSA to my agent, and he said, 
“What do you want me to do with this?” He didn’t get it at all. And the next week 
we got into Sundance, and he called back and said, “Kevin, you’re a genius.” And 
at that time Spike Lee and I had the same agent, and Lee saw CSA really liked it and 
wanted to support the film. So CSA is “presented by” Spike Lee.
RYDER: Yes, that’s a rather unusual designation. Is that just him helping the film 
make connections?
KW: Yes, it’s really just him offering his name to give the film extra push. 
RYDER: And got it, you got it to IFC through that, right?
KW: Well, Sundance really got us IFC, but Spike was willing to help promote the 
film. And it was just a real positive thing he did for us, a real gift. And then he asked 
me if I had any other scripts, and I told him I had this script called Gotta Give It Up.
RYDER: Great title.
KW: And that was the nucleus for Chi-Raq:
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RYDER: And your first feature film, Ninth Street [1999], started out as 
a play, right?
KW: Correct. That play started at Marymount, and then went to a few 
other cities. But I always had intended to try to make it as a film.
RYDER: And I’m struck, thinking about that film in this context, 
how much it shares with [Spike Lee’s] Do the Right Thing (1989), in 
terms of sensibility, in terms of the focus on a troubled but vital black 
neighborhood. Which leads me to ask: were you already aware of 
Lee’s work at that point?
KW: You know, that has come up before. That film came out around 
the same time I started work on Ninth Street; that film took me about 

nine years to make, to actually finish 
it. But people would come up and 
say, “It reminds me of Do the Right 
Thing,” and I think that’s true. I 
think there’s always been that link 
between us, that we had similar 
interests and styles, and a similar 
way that we approached things.
RYDER: And after that, let’s see, a 
total of eight films as a writer and 

as director, strikingly often coming back to themes about African 
Americans and the black experience of Americ
KW: Most obviously in CSA [CSA: The Confederate States of America, 
2004], the mockumentary, you turn around the outcome of the Civil 
War but also make very interesting comments on racial dynamics in 
contemporary culture. Do you want to talk about that one a bit?
KW: CSA came out of a number of different things. As you know, 
I’m something of a history geek, and had written a lot about various 
historical periods. That’s my main interest in many ways. But 
specifically, with CSA I was trying to find a way to tell a slavery 
story. Mitch Brian and I had written a script called Shields Green and 

Born in Junction City, Kansas, Kevin Willmott’s film 
career began with writing, directing, and starring in Ninth 
Street (1999), a film exploring the vibrant black business 
neighborhood of his home town (thriving but troubled, and 
eventually razed by urban “renewal”). Since that time, he has 
written and directed eight feature films, while also providing 
screenplays for directors ranging from Oliver Stone to Chris 
Columbus, as well as for a number of television projects.  He is 
Assistant Professor of Film Studies at the University of Kansas. 
Most recently, Willmott and Spike Lee penned the screenplay 
for Chi-Raq, an adaptation of Aristophanes’s classical Greek 
comedy Lysistrata, refocused on the contemporary issue of 
urban gun violence (specifically in Chicago). We spoke in mid-
January.
RYDER: So let’s start with some 
deep background: you came to 
film through theatre? 
KW: Yes. At Marymount, in Salina 
[Kansas]. I was always interested 
in film, but there just were no 
film studies programs around. 
[Willmott would eventually find 
a film program in New York, where he received his MFA from 
New York University’s Tisch School of the Arts.] So theatre was 
the next best thing for me. 
RYDER: And that’s where you first encountered Lysistrata, cast 
in it as an undergraduate. 
KW: Yes, I was part of the old men’s chorus. And I was 
impressed right from the start with the language; it seemed to 
work well with African American rhythms. At the time I was 
listening to a lot of Richard Pryor, and so I did my part as if I 
was Richard Pryor, and that seemed to work really well. That 
experience always stuck with me. 

The core of the Chi-raq is 
about trying to end violence 
and find solutions.

The road to 
Chi-Raq An Interview with 

Filmmaker Kevin 
Willmott
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the Gospel of John Brown about John Brown, the abolitionist, and Shields Green, who 
was hung with him at Harper’s Ferry. Green was a slave who was trying to get his 
family free. John Brown was the only person in the country really freeing slaves, and 
that’s why he hooked up with Brown. We sold that script to Twentieth Century Fox; 
it was a big sale. It was bought by Christopher Columbus, the guy who made Mrs. 
Doubtfire [1993] and Home Alone [1990]. And Denzel Washington—he only had one 
Academy Award at that time—wanted to play Shields Green, but they couldn’t find 
anyone to play John Brown, so that film never happened. CSA kind of came out of 
my frustration with that. I really wanted to tell a slavery story, and I wanted to make 
slavery real for people today in a different way than a typical slavery film would. 
And so that’s where that film came from.
RYDER: And then, following this theme, in Destination: Planet Negro (2013), you play 
with race in the 1930s and race in the contemporary context in a really interesting 
way.
KW: Yes, the whole idea of that film—my personal connection to it—is that my 
parents were older people. My father was 60 when I was born, so—I love telling 
this story—he was born in 1898, and so that’s only thirty-odd years from the end 
of slavery. And so when Obama was elected, both my parents had passed away by 
then, but I thought how my father in particularly would have thought about a black 
president. When I was growing up, he would say things like, “It’s a white man’s 
world.” He grew up in Mississippi at the turn of the century, which was like hell on 
earth. And just the reality of going from Mississippi at the turn of the century, where 
you basically have no rights at all that anyone had to respect, to having an African 
American president, is just amazing. And at the same time, there’s the fact that we’re 
not quite there yet. And so the film tries to deal with how far we’ve come and how 
far we have to go. And I love science fiction, especially science fiction that has a point 
to it, that can reveal things about society in various ways. I love Invasion of the Body 
Snatchers [1956], movies like that that were science fiction but that commented on 
society. And that’s really where Destination comes from.
RYDER: And then next up was Jayhawkers [2014], where you deal with Wilt 
Chamberlain’s Kansas University career and the issues of race in sports and the 
gradual transformation of collegiate athletics.
KW: Yes, for that one, my life here in Lawrence was a big influence. Growing up 
in Kansas as a kid, Wilt Chamberlain was a big deal; everybody wanted number 
13 when we played ball. But I think a lot of it was the influence of Lawrence, and 
of [long-time KU basketball coach] Phog Allen. I’d heard so many stories of what 
he had to endure when he came to KU, and how he changed KU. It just seemed 
like a really great story to show a side of Wilt Chamberlain in particular that most 
people don’t know about. And then we turned it into an ensemble piece—that’s 
why we called it Jayhawkers—where it deals with Phog Allen, and with Coach Dick 
Harp [who succeeded Allen as basketball coach] as well, really showing how each 
of them was instrumental, not just as great basketball figures, but also in the racial 
development of Lawrence. 
RYDER: Which brings us to Chi-Raq [2015]. And, backing up a little bit, the genesis 
of this is really when you showed CSA at Sundance, right?
KW: Yes. Well, let’s back up a little bit more. I sent CSA to my agent, and he said, 
“What do you want me to do with this?” He didn’t get it at all. And the next week 
we got into Sundance, and he called back and said, “Kevin, you’re a genius.” And 
at that time Spike Lee and I had the same agent, and Lee saw CSA really liked it and 
wanted to support the film. So CSA is “presented by” Spike Lee.
RYDER: Yes, that’s a rather unusual designation. Is that just him helping the film 
make connections?
KW: Yes, it’s really just him offering his name to give the film extra push. 
RYDER: And got it, you got it to IFC through that, right?
KW: Well, Sundance really got us IFC, but Spike was willing to help promote the 
film. And it was just a real positive thing he did for us, a real gift. And then he asked 
me if I had any other scripts, and I told him I had this script called Gotta Give It Up.
RYDER: Great title.
KW: And that was the nucleus for Chi-Raq:
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RYDER: Now, that was an adaptation of 
Lysistrata already; was it already about gang 
violence?
KW: Yes, it was always about gang violence. 
When he read it, he really loved it, and we 
went to pretty much every major studio in 
Hollywood together to try to get the film 
made. At that time, Jennifer Lopez was 
supposed to play Lysistrata:
RYDER: That would be an interesting 
casting.
KW: Yes. But it just didn’t quite come 
together. So he went on to other things, I 
went on to other things. And he would check 
in with me occasionally. So thirteen years 
later he calls me and says, “Do you still 
have that script?” And I said I did. And he 
said “Well, let’s set it in Chicago and call it 
Chi-Raq:” That was, I guess, about October 
of last year. Then we rewrote it. He got it at 
Christmas, and he said, “That was the best 
Christmas present you could have given 
me.” Then he went to Sundance, and he 
met with Amazon at Sundance. And they 
wanted to see a reading of it, so we had a 
reading of it, and they really loved it, and 
they greenlit the film. Then we went in and 
did further research for the film, and met 
with Father [Michael] Pfleger, and a lot of 
the mothers and loved ones of people who 
had lost children in Chicago to gun violence. 
Specifically, there’s a group called Purpose 
over Pain.
RYDER: Right, and a lot of them are in the 
film.
KW: Yes, a lot of them are in the film, right.
RYDER: So that process of Chicago-fying 
this script, that’s a lot of work. You met 
with a lot of local people local networks and 
things like that. Could you talk about that a 
little more?
KW: Yes, the introduction of the character 
of Father Corridan, who is based on Father 
Pfleger—that wasn’t in the original script—
was a huge difference. I think that brought a 
lot of the Chicago reality to the film.
RYDER: And you also drew a lot on his 
sermons; Cusack’s [Corridan’s] sermon 
incorporates a lot of his words, right?
KW: Yes, we used a lot of his words. He’s 
such an amazing, dynamic individual, and 
a real hero. And every Sunday he’d give just 
a fireball of a sermon. We just took some 
of those and turned it into what you see 
in the film. And then we did a lot of work 
on the Chi-Raq character [played by Nick 
Cannon] to really make him an example of 
someone involved in the life, showing how 
someone like that may be converted, and 
really brought out the Irene character, which 

Ninth Street. 1999; writer/director (with Tim Rebman)/ 
producer (with Rick Cowan)/actor. 
Ninth Street focuses on the black-owned business district of Junction City, Kansas 
that fed off the population of black servicemen at nearby Fort Riley. Vibrant but 
also troubled (by such problems as violence, prostitution, gambling, and crime), 
and already in decline in the Vietnam era (the period setting of the film), the 
district is given a sympathetic gloss in Willmott’s film, framed by the oversight 
over the area of two couch-sitting winos (one played by Willmott himself).

C.S.A.: The Confederate States of America. 2004; writer/director/actor. 
Willmott’s mockumentary CSA poses the what-if question—what if the 
Confederates won the Civil War?—while also slyly suggesting that, in terms of the 
racial politics of contemporary America, perhaps they actually had. Willmott uses 
repurposed historical archival materials, a range of parodied sequences (from faux 
film clips to fake advertisement), and a number of racist products and logos from 
early (but not that early) twentieth-century America to make his argument.

The Battle for Bunker Hill. 2008; writer (with Greg Hurd)/director/producer 
(with Matt Cullen, Greg Hurd, and Scott Richardson). 
It’s the Kansas town Bunker Hill that the movie title references, not the 
Massachusetts village famous for the Revolutionary War battle (although the 
conflation of names is clearly deliberate). Willmott’s entry into postapocalyptic 
fantasy imagines what would happen in a small, isolated town when civilization 
collapses without explanation, leaving the residents (now survivors) to try to sort 
out what might have happened and to rebuild a life.

The Only Good Indian. 2009; director/producer (with Thomas Carmody, Rick 
Cowan, Matt Cullen, Greg Hurd, and Scott Richardson). 
You can finish the title’s quotation yourself; it references that turn-of-the-
twentieth-century ideological framework in which Indian schools (like Lawrence’s 
Haskell) were designed to take the Indian out of their students to fit them for 
technical jobs in white society. When one Indian boy flees Haskell, and an Indian 
bounty hunter who has abandoned native ways gives chase, and a white sheriff 
with long-festering grudges chases both, it leads to an examination of what it 
means to be Indian, what truth remains in the myths of the West, and what future 
there is for people of both races on the ex-frontier.

Destination: Planet Negro! 2013; writer/director/ 
producer (with Grant Fitch a 
nd J. S. Hampton)/actor. 
In Destination: Planet Negro!, a 
group of prominent black activists 
in 1939, despairing of any prog-
ress in America on civil rights, 
launch a spaceship (commanded 
by Willmott himself) to find a new 
planet for blacks to colonize. But, 
caught up in some sort of time 
warp, they end up landing in 
modern-day Kansas City; hilarity 
ensues. The film riffs off classic 
‘50s B-movie sci fi while also ex-
ploring issues of racial identity.

Jayhawkers. 2014; writer (with 
Scott Richardson)/director/actor 
Jayhawkers uses the collegiate 
career of Wilt “the Stilt” 
Chamberlain to explore both the 
struggle to integrate collegiate 
sports and the difficulties black 
college athletes faced in the still 
largely segregated college town of 
Lawrence, Kansas.

Feature Filmography for Kevin Willmott

“I love science fiction, especially science 
fiction that can reveal things about society.”
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Jenifer Hudson played.
RYDER: Right. And she’s got Chicago roots.
KW: Yes, she’s from Chicago. Spike really 
concentrated on pulling in people that had 
Chicago connections to the film.
RYDER: Yes, her, and Cusack, of course.
KW: Yes, Cusack, and Harry Lennox 
[Commissioner Blades in the film], and a few 
other. 
RYDER: And the mothers.
KW: Yes, of course the mothers. Yes, we tried 
to really connect with Chicago. We took a 
lot of the slang from Chicago. It’s amazing, 
even when it was not set in Chicago, there 
were a lot of things that were already there 
that worked for the Chicago setting, like the 
behavior of gang members, the way the gang 
problem in Chicago actually was. But it was 
always also intended to be a universal story, 
and I still think it’s a universal story, even 
though it’s been given the specifics of Chi-
Raq. The same guys, the same politics, exist 
in Kansas City, in LA: all the basic problems 
that big cities have.
RYDER: Yes, and you make that point pretty 
clearly in the film, I think.
KW: Yes, we tried to make sure we weren’t 
doing anything to make Chicago the example. 
Unfortunately, it is sort of the poster child of 
the problem.
RYDER: Well, with that level of gun violence 
it’s kind of got to be…
KW: Yes, but it’s not alone in that. And then 
Lysistrata’s character developed a lot as we 
wrote it, trying to develop the relationship 
between her and the character of Chi-Raq, 
using his character as a metaphor of the 
whole problem of gang violence in the city. 
And the thing that I really love about the 
film, that I was really proud to see Spike 
not venture away from, was that we don’t 
romanticize gang violence in any way. I 
think that a lot of people in Chicago thought 
it was going to be like a late-80s/90s gang 
movie, where it would be about the nitty 
gritty reality of gang life, and it’s not that at 
all. I believe that a lot of young people who 
are interested in gang life, or involved in 
gang life, when they see movies like that, it 
actually inspires them to stay in the gangs. 
I don’t think that anyone learns anything 
new from those films. I think they did when 
those films came out, but today, I don’t 
think there’s anything new to be learned 
from exploring gang life. So the fact that we 
make fun of gang life in some ways, that we 
ridicule it, and that we don’t give anybody 
anything to hold onto in terms of gang life, is 
important. And the core of the film is about 
trying to end the violence and trying to find 
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RYDER: Now, that was an adaptation of 
Lysistrata already; was it already about gang 
violence?
KW: Yes, it was always about gang violence. 
When he read it, he really loved it, and we 
went to pretty much every major studio in 
Hollywood together to try to get the film 
made. At that time, Jennifer Lopez was 
supposed to play Lysistrata:
RYDER: That would be an interesting 
casting.
KW: Yes. But it just didn’t quite come 
together. So he went on to other things, I 
went on to other things. And he would check 
in with me occasionally. So thirteen years 
later he calls me and says, “Do you still 
have that script?” And I said I did. And he 
said “Well, let’s set it in Chicago and call it 
Chi-Raq:” That was, I guess, about October 
of last year. Then we rewrote it. He got it at 
Christmas, and he said, “That was the best 
Christmas present you could have given 
me.” Then he went to Sundance, and he 
met with Amazon at Sundance. And they 
wanted to see a reading of it, so we had a 
reading of it, and they really loved it, and 
they greenlit the film. Then we went in and 
did further research for the film, and met 
with Father [Michael] Pfleger, and a lot of 
the mothers and loved ones of people who 
had lost children in Chicago to gun violence. 
Specifically, there’s a group called Purpose 
over Pain.
RYDER: Right, and a lot of them are in the 
film.
KW: Yes, a lot of them are in the film, right.
RYDER: So that process of Chicago-fying 
this script, that’s a lot of work. You met 
with a lot of local people local networks and 
things like that. Could you talk about that a 
little more?
KW: Yes, the introduction of the character 
of Father Corridan, who is based on Father 
Pfleger—that wasn’t in the original script—
was a huge difference. I think that brought a 
lot of the Chicago reality to the film.
RYDER: And you also drew a lot on his 
sermons; Cusack’s [Corridan’s] sermon 
incorporates a lot of his words, right?
KW: Yes, we used a lot of his words. He’s 
such an amazing, dynamic individual, and 
a real hero. And every Sunday he’d give just 
a fireball of a sermon. We just took some 
of those and turned it into what you see 
in the film. And then we did a lot of work 
on the Chi-Raq character [played by Nick 
Cannon] to really make him an example of 
someone involved in the life, showing how 
someone like that may be converted, and 
really brought out the Irene character, which 

Ninth Street. 1999; writer/director (with Tim Rebman)/ 
producer (with Rick Cowan)/actor. 
Ninth Street focuses on the black-owned business district of Junction City, Kansas 
that fed off the population of black servicemen at nearby Fort Riley. Vibrant but 
also troubled (by such problems as violence, prostitution, gambling, and crime), 
and already in decline in the Vietnam era (the period setting of the film), the 
district is given a sympathetic gloss in Willmott’s film, framed by the oversight 
over the area of two couch-sitting winos (one played by Willmott himself).

C.S.A.: The Confederate States of America. 2004; writer/director/actor. 
Willmott’s mockumentary CSA poses the what-if question—what if the 
Confederates won the Civil War?—while also slyly suggesting that, in terms of the 
racial politics of contemporary America, perhaps they actually had. Willmott uses 
repurposed historical archival materials, a range of parodied sequences (from faux 
film clips to fake advertisement), and a number of racist products and logos from 
early (but not that early) twentieth-century America to make his argument.

The Battle for Bunker Hill. 2008; writer (with Greg Hurd)/director/producer 
(with Matt Cullen, Greg Hurd, and Scott Richardson). 
It’s the Kansas town Bunker Hill that the movie title references, not the 
Massachusetts village famous for the Revolutionary War battle (although the 
conflation of names is clearly deliberate). Willmott’s entry into postapocalyptic 
fantasy imagines what would happen in a small, isolated town when civilization 
collapses without explanation, leaving the residents (now survivors) to try to sort 
out what might have happened and to rebuild a life.

The Only Good Indian. 2009; director/producer (with Thomas Carmody, Rick 
Cowan, Matt Cullen, Greg Hurd, and Scott Richardson). 
You can finish the title’s quotation yourself; it references that turn-of-the-
twentieth-century ideological framework in which Indian schools (like Lawrence’s 
Haskell) were designed to take the Indian out of their students to fit them for 
technical jobs in white society. When one Indian boy flees Haskell, and an Indian 
bounty hunter who has abandoned native ways gives chase, and a white sheriff 
with long-festering grudges chases both, it leads to an examination of what it 
means to be Indian, what truth remains in the myths of the West, and what future 
there is for people of both races on the ex-frontier.

Destination: Planet Negro! 2013; writer/director/ 
producer (with Grant Fitch a 
nd J. S. Hampton)/actor. 
In Destination: Planet Negro!, a 
group of prominent black activists 
in 1939, despairing of any prog-
ress in America on civil rights, 
launch a spaceship (commanded 
by Willmott himself) to find a new 
planet for blacks to colonize. But, 
caught up in some sort of time 
warp, they end up landing in 
modern-day Kansas City; hilarity 
ensues. The film riffs off classic 
‘50s B-movie sci fi while also ex-
ploring issues of racial identity.

Jayhawkers. 2014; writer (with 
Scott Richardson)/director/actor 
Jayhawkers uses the collegiate 
career of Wilt “the Stilt” 
Chamberlain to explore both the 
struggle to integrate collegiate 
sports and the difficulties black 
college athletes faced in the still 
largely segregated college town of 
Lawrence, Kansas.

Feature Filmography for Kevin Willmott

“I love science fiction, especially science 
fiction that can reveal things about society.”
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Jenifer Hudson played.
RYDER: Right. And she’s got Chicago roots.
KW: Yes, she’s from Chicago. Spike really 
concentrated on pulling in people that had 
Chicago connections to the film.
RYDER: Yes, her, and Cusack, of course.
KW: Yes, Cusack, and Harry Lennox 
[Commissioner Blades in the film], and a few 
other. 
RYDER: And the mothers.
KW: Yes, of course the mothers. Yes, we tried 
to really connect with Chicago. We took a 
lot of the slang from Chicago. It’s amazing, 
even when it was not set in Chicago, there 
were a lot of things that were already there 
that worked for the Chicago setting, like the 
behavior of gang members, the way the gang 
problem in Chicago actually was. But it was 
always also intended to be a universal story, 
and I still think it’s a universal story, even 
though it’s been given the specifics of Chi-
Raq. The same guys, the same politics, exist 
in Kansas City, in LA: all the basic problems 
that big cities have.
RYDER: Yes, and you make that point pretty 
clearly in the film, I think.
KW: Yes, we tried to make sure we weren’t 
doing anything to make Chicago the example. 
Unfortunately, it is sort of the poster child of 
the problem.
RYDER: Well, with that level of gun violence 
it’s kind of got to be…
KW: Yes, but it’s not alone in that. And then 
Lysistrata’s character developed a lot as we 
wrote it, trying to develop the relationship 
between her and the character of Chi-Raq, 
using his character as a metaphor of the 
whole problem of gang violence in the city. 
And the thing that I really love about the 
film, that I was really proud to see Spike 
not venture away from, was that we don’t 
romanticize gang violence in any way. I 
think that a lot of people in Chicago thought 
it was going to be like a late-80s/90s gang 
movie, where it would be about the nitty 
gritty reality of gang life, and it’s not that at 
all. I believe that a lot of young people who 
are interested in gang life, or involved in 
gang life, when they see movies like that, it 
actually inspires them to stay in the gangs. 
I don’t think that anyone learns anything 
new from those films. I think they did when 
those films came out, but today, I don’t 
think there’s anything new to be learned 
from exploring gang life. So the fact that we 
make fun of gang life in some ways, that we 
ridicule it, and that we don’t give anybody 
anything to hold onto in terms of gang life, is 
important. And the core of the film is about 
trying to end the violence and trying to find 
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KW: Yes, 
exactly, and 
that was 
always the 
intent of that, 
and there 
were never 
any specifics 
about any 
real mayors 
in there. But 
if he had 
embraced the 
film and not 
been publicly 
against the 
title, it would 
have been a 
great example 

of how politicians can embrace the problem, and not downplay the 
problem, and say something like, “Yes, we’re trying to deal with 
this the best we can and I’m glad that Spike is making a movie that 
hopefully will make things a little better.” So it was a big mistake on 
his part. And Chance the Rapper, criticisms like that: Chance’s father 
works for Rahm Emanuel, and I just think it’s one of those examples 
of how institutions try to self-maintain and self-protect. That’s always 
unfortunate since people suffer because of that. The truth doesn’t hurt 
anybody, and it certainly doesn’t hurt a politician to say, “You know, 
we have a tough problem down here, we’re trying to deal with it, we 

can use all the help we can get.” 
RYDER: So what’s next for Kevin Willmott, 
aside from red carpets and things like that?
KW: Ha, I hope so.
RYDER: The Association?
KW: The Association is probably the next thing 
that will be coming out. We made a film with 
Scott Pollard, the former KU [basketball] star 
and NBA star, that we’re just finishing up. It 
will be about the underbelly of collegiate and 
professional sports, about how athletes often 
blow their money and end up broke at the end 
of their careers, and make a lot of bad choices. 
So it’s a cautionary tale about all of that. Scott 
came to us with this idea; he really wanted to do 
something that reflected some of his experiences, 
and more than anything his attitude about the 
game. He’s going to be on Survivor this season, 
starting in February, so as soon as he’s finished 
with Survivor we’ll be releasing that film.

RYDER: Anything else in the works?
KW: Well, I’ve always got four or five irons in the fire. But in fact, yes 
I do have one other I’m finishing up now, a documentary on John 
McLendon, who was one of the first black basketball coach, and one 
of the most successful of the early black basketball coaches. He was 
taught by James Naismith [the inventor of basketball] himself at KU, 
and went on to have an amazing career. He’s credited with being the 
inventor of the fast break in basketball. And he’s a Kansas guy, from 
Hiawatha, Kansas, and a really important figure. He’s a great subject 
for a documentary. Right now the working title is The Forgotten Coach: 
The John McLendon Story. And we hope to have that out sometime this 
summer, maybe. 

solutions. I 
think that’s a 
new approach 
in some ways, 
and I think it’s 
the best thing 
about the film.
RYDER: And 
then filming 
last summer, 
you were on 
set the whole 
time?
KW: Yes, we 
started June 1, 
and we ended 
six weeks later.
RYDER: 
And of course you got a couple cameos: you’re there in the 
barbershop, you’re Hambone the politician on those posters.
KW: Hambone Hemingway, yes. Spike had a lot of fun with 
that, I think. But one of the interesting little sidenotes that 
I don’t think many people know about happened during 
pre-production. There were four former gang members who 
worked on the film with us, who work on a regular basis 
with Father Pfleger. Two in particular are in the film. And the 
brother of one of those guys was murdered while we were 
in preproduction, and Spike paid for the 
funeral. That’s the kind of reality that you’re 
dealing with concerning the gangs and gun 
violence in Chicago and America.
KW: The normality of it was the most 
shocking thing about being in one of 
toughest neighborhoods in Chicago for six 
weeks. The reality of that—meeting so many 
people who had lost people—is just a life-
altering experience. The normality of it is 
shocking. People die every day. And it’s not 
surprising to the people there. One of the 
things people there always say to each other 
is, “Be safe.” When you meet someone and 
then you leave, they say, “Be safe.” They 
don’t say “Goodbye,” they say “Be safe.” 
And that’s because it’s a tough place to be 
safe in.
RYDER: Then of course, it being a Spike 
Lee joint, there’s always controversy. From 
[Mayor] Rahm Emanuel down to Chance the 
Rapper and [Te-Nehisi] Coates and all the rest. Do you have 
any thoughts on the controversies that the film has generated?
KW: It was a big mistake that Rahm made in terms of being 
against the title of the film and bringing in notions that this 
hurts tourism and things like that. The reality of it is that he 
should have trusted Spike. Spike has never made a film that 
has made anybody look bad. The film was not intended to 
make the mayor look bad in any way; he’s not even a character 
in the film. There was a mayor in the film, but it clearly wasn’t 
based on him; that mayor was in the film thirteen years ago.
RYDER: Yes. And his role is one of those points where the film 
moves toward [Dr.] Strangelove territory, for me.

Spike Lee held a press conference in the courtyard of  St. Sabina Church on Chicago’s South Side 
to discuss the controversy surrounding Chiraq. Lee was accompanied by the Rev. Michael Pfleger, 
(wearing the Peace Maker shirt) John Cusack (far right), Kevin Willmott (photo left) and parents 
of victims of gun violence. 

There’s always 
been that link 
between us. Spike 
and I had similar 
interests and 
styles, and a 
similar way that 
we approached 
things.
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aside from red carpets and things like that?
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RYDER: The Association?
KW: The Association is probably the next thing 
that will be coming out. We made a film with 
Scott Pollard, the former KU [basketball] star 
and NBA star, that we’re just finishing up. It 
will be about the underbelly of collegiate and 
professional sports, about how athletes often 
blow their money and end up broke at the end 
of their careers, and make a lot of bad choices. 
So it’s a cautionary tale about all of that. Scott 
came to us with this idea; he really wanted to do 
something that reflected some of his experiences, 
and more than anything his attitude about the 
game. He’s going to be on Survivor this season, 
starting in February, so as soon as he’s finished 
with Survivor we’ll be releasing that film.

RYDER: Anything else in the works?
KW: Well, I’ve always got four or five irons in the fire. But in fact, yes 
I do have one other I’m finishing up now, a documentary on John 
McLendon, who was one of the first black basketball coach, and one 
of the most successful of the early black basketball coaches. He was 
taught by James Naismith [the inventor of basketball] himself at KU, 
and went on to have an amazing career. He’s credited with being the 
inventor of the fast break in basketball. And he’s a Kansas guy, from 
Hiawatha, Kansas, and a really important figure. He’s a great subject 
for a documentary. Right now the working title is The Forgotten Coach: 
The John McLendon Story. And we hope to have that out sometime this 
summer, maybe. 
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I don’t think many people know about happened during 
pre-production. There were four former gang members who 
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with Father Pfleger. Two in particular are in the film. And the 
brother of one of those guys was murdered while we were 
in preproduction, and Spike paid for the 
funeral. That’s the kind of reality that you’re 
dealing with concerning the gangs and gun 
violence in Chicago and America.
KW: The normality of it was the most 
shocking thing about being in one of 
toughest neighborhoods in Chicago for six 
weeks. The reality of that—meeting so many 
people who had lost people—is just a life-
altering experience. The normality of it is 
shocking. People die every day. And it’s not 
surprising to the people there. One of the 
things people there always say to each other 
is, “Be safe.” When you meet someone and 
then you leave, they say, “Be safe.” They 
don’t say “Goodbye,” they say “Be safe.” 
And that’s because it’s a tough place to be 
safe in.
RYDER: Then of course, it being a Spike 
Lee joint, there’s always controversy. From 
[Mayor] Rahm Emanuel down to Chance the 
Rapper and [Te-Nehisi] Coates and all the rest. Do you have 
any thoughts on the controversies that the film has generated?
KW: It was a big mistake that Rahm made in terms of being 
against the title of the film and bringing in notions that this 
hurts tourism and things like that. The reality of it is that he 
should have trusted Spike. Spike has never made a film that 
has made anybody look bad. The film was not intended to 
make the mayor look bad in any way; he’s not even a character 
in the film. There was a mayor in the film, but it clearly wasn’t 
based on him; that mayor was in the film thirteen years ago.
RYDER: Yes. And his role is one of those points where the film 
moves toward [Dr.] Strangelove territory, for me.
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are empty and the building of apartment buildings has ground to a 
halt. Out by the airport where we shared a flat at our AIRBNB with 
a vivacious young Iranian woman, dozens of construction sites lay 
forlorn and abandoned. Supposedly oil now leaves Kurdistan in 
long caravans of tanker trucks that cross the border into Iran where 
their contents are sold at a steep discount. 

The Peshmerga are the only indigenous fighting force in 
the Middle East who have consistently been successful against 

Daesh. They’re 
venerated by 
every Kurd 
I ever spoke 
to. You would 
think that the 
US government 
would be 
generously 
supporting them 
with arms, but 
for whatever 
reason that 
has not been 
the case.  Most 
observers agree 
that without the 
willing assistance 
of the Peshmerga 
the hapless Iraqi 
army will be 
unable to retake 

My son and I just returned to Indiana after a trip to the 
Middle East. Naturally we were particularly interested in 
how the fight against ISIS was going. Most people I spoke 
with referred to them contemptuously as Daesh, a term ISIS 
despises and which I think we should adopt. 

We spent about a week in Kurdistan, a semi-
autonomous region of Iraq, totally under the control of 
the Kurds and protected at its borders by the Peshmerga. 
Peshmerga is a 
Kurdish word 
that translates as 
“those who face 
death.” 

The capital, 
Erbil, was 
once within 12 
kilometers of 
being overrun 
by Daesh 
forces before 
the Peshmerga 
regained the 
initiative. Today it 
looks surprisingly 
peaceful and 
prosperous, 
though due to 
the war and the 
decline in the 
price of oil, hotels 

John views Daesh through a set of 
binoculars that looked as if they’d 
survived the Normandy invasion.
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the city of Mosul and push Daesh out of Iraq.
A few days after we arrived, with the help of a press pass I 

purchased online for $135, a copy of my book and considerable 
chutzpah, we were granted an interview with Major General 
Barzani.  He’s the nephew of the Kurdish Prime Minister and the 
commander of Sector 6, which includes a 120-kilometer front with 
Daesh forces. Traveling out to his headquarters at Black Tiger Camp 
on a dark blustery day we had to pass through a series of check 
points and finally some 
formidable fortifications 
before we arrived at the 
General’s command post. 

Despite the fact that we 
were over an hour early we 
were immediately ushered 
into General Barzani’s 
office, which was simply 
decorated but comfortable. 
Before anything could 
commence we were offered 
tea and cookies. Kurds are 
invariably gracious hosts. 
There’s an old Kurdish 
saying that a guest is a gift 
from God. I asked if we 
could film the interview 
and he readily agreed. 
General Barzani’s English was excellent. He’d attended Military 
War College in Texas and remembered the time spent there fondly.

My first impression was of a self-assured man in early middle 
age...relaxed, physically fit and comfortable in his own skin.  I 
had read in the New York Times that he was quite wealthy.  For 
a short period of time when the government in Baghdad was 
being particularly tight fisted, he had even paid the salaries of 
his staff officers. When I mentioned the story, he admitted it was 
true, then laughed and assured me that he wasn’t rich enough to 
keep payrolling everyone around him indefinitely.

 When I asked the general what he needed from the rest of the 
world for the fight against Daesh he threw up his arms in dismay, 
hardly knowing where to begin. He spoke in an animated manner 
about how inferior the arms of the Peshmerga were compared to 
those of the enemy.  He spoke of the $27 
billion worth of American and Russian 
weaponry, captured when the Iraqi army 
virtually evaporated before the first assault 
by Daesh. When discussing the Iraqi army, 
which has been lavishly equipped by the 
US with top of the line equipment, General 
Barzani laughed and said, “We don’t care 
if they run away, just so they don’t leave 
their weapons behind.” 

After completing the interview 
we left Sector 6 headquarters in an 
imposing, white, mud spangled SUV. 
Accompanying us to the front were a 
well-armed, no-nonsense driver and a 
world-weary translator. Conversation was 
sparse driving through the flat, somber, 
featureless landscape marked by the 
occasional unmanned drilling rig. There 
always seemed to be a faint, slightly 
sickening smell of natural gas in the air. 

We arrived in the late afternoon 
at a bleak sandbag and concrete block-

constructed fire base crowned with the ubiquitous razor 
sharp concertina wire you see in every war zone. It 
was perched high on a muddy hill overlooking Daesh 
emplacements on the far bank of a narrow brownish colored 
river that snaked its way through the dreary landscape. A 
light rain was falling as the guard waved our vehicle through 
the gate and into the compound.  Everyone was excited and 
surprised to have visitors at this lonely outpost they now 

called home. They eagerly 
showed us around.

My son and I are 
both combat veterans. I 
was shot during a tour of 
duty in Vietnam and he 
won his combat action 
ribbon in Afghanistan. 
Both of us were shocked 
at how primitive the 
set-up was. For security 
reasons I won’t describe 
their equipment and 
armaments, but suffice it 
to say that despite being 
well maintained, they 
were antiquated and 
woefully inadequate. 

They gave us a 
set of binoculars that looked as if they’d survived the 
Normandy invasion, and we struggled to make out the 
enemy emplacements they pointed out to us on the far shore 
of the muddy little river. Despite a bombed out bridge and 
other indications of previous mayhem, everything was quiet. 
So, this being Kurdistan, we adjourned to a little concrete 
block room, lit by half burned out fluorescent bulbs, with 
a few raggedy old rugs on the floor to relax and socialize. 
We had no common language but the feeling of hospitality 
was palpable. Rain continued to fall out of the dark skies 
just outside the door and night was starting to come on, but 
as the cheap little Chinese teapot began to warm the room, 
I felt content and privileged to be so far from home in the 
company of brave men.

FAR FROM

We had no common 
language but the 
feeling of hospitality 
was palpable.
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A few days after we arrived, with the help of a press pass I 

purchased online for $135, a copy of my book and considerable 
chutzpah, we were granted an interview with Major General 
Barzani.  He’s the nephew of the Kurdish Prime Minister and the 
commander of Sector 6, which includes a 120-kilometer front with 
Daesh forces. Traveling out to his headquarters at Black Tiger Camp 
on a dark blustery day we had to pass through a series of check 
points and finally some 
formidable fortifications 
before we arrived at the 
General’s command post. 

Despite the fact that we 
were over an hour early we 
were immediately ushered 
into General Barzani’s 
office, which was simply 
decorated but comfortable. 
Before anything could 
commence we were offered 
tea and cookies. Kurds are 
invariably gracious hosts. 
There’s an old Kurdish 
saying that a guest is a gift 
from God. I asked if we 
could film the interview 
and he readily agreed. 
General Barzani’s English was excellent. He’d attended Military 
War College in Texas and remembered the time spent there fondly.

My first impression was of a self-assured man in early middle 
age...relaxed, physically fit and comfortable in his own skin.  I 
had read in the New York Times that he was quite wealthy.  For 
a short period of time when the government in Baghdad was 
being particularly tight fisted, he had even paid the salaries of 
his staff officers. When I mentioned the story, he admitted it was 
true, then laughed and assured me that he wasn’t rich enough to 
keep payrolling everyone around him indefinitely.

 When I asked the general what he needed from the rest of the 
world for the fight against Daesh he threw up his arms in dismay, 
hardly knowing where to begin. He spoke in an animated manner 
about how inferior the arms of the Peshmerga were compared to 
those of the enemy.  He spoke of the $27 
billion worth of American and Russian 
weaponry, captured when the Iraqi army 
virtually evaporated before the first assault 
by Daesh. When discussing the Iraqi army, 
which has been lavishly equipped by the 
US with top of the line equipment, General 
Barzani laughed and said, “We don’t care 
if they run away, just so they don’t leave 
their weapons behind.” 

After completing the interview 
we left Sector 6 headquarters in an 
imposing, white, mud spangled SUV. 
Accompanying us to the front were a 
well-armed, no-nonsense driver and a 
world-weary translator. Conversation was 
sparse driving through the flat, somber, 
featureless landscape marked by the 
occasional unmanned drilling rig. There 
always seemed to be a faint, slightly 
sickening smell of natural gas in the air. 

We arrived in the late afternoon 
at a bleak sandbag and concrete block-

constructed fire base crowned with the ubiquitous razor 
sharp concertina wire you see in every war zone. It 
was perched high on a muddy hill overlooking Daesh 
emplacements on the far bank of a narrow brownish colored 
river that snaked its way through the dreary landscape. A 
light rain was falling as the guard waved our vehicle through 
the gate and into the compound.  Everyone was excited and 
surprised to have visitors at this lonely outpost they now 

called home. They eagerly 
showed us around.

My son and I are 
both combat veterans. I 
was shot during a tour of 
duty in Vietnam and he 
won his combat action 
ribbon in Afghanistan. 
Both of us were shocked 
at how primitive the 
set-up was. For security 
reasons I won’t describe 
their equipment and 
armaments, but suffice it 
to say that despite being 
well maintained, they 
were antiquated and 
woefully inadequate. 

They gave us a 
set of binoculars that looked as if they’d survived the 
Normandy invasion, and we struggled to make out the 
enemy emplacements they pointed out to us on the far shore 
of the muddy little river. Despite a bombed out bridge and 
other indications of previous mayhem, everything was quiet. 
So, this being Kurdistan, we adjourned to a little concrete 
block room, lit by half burned out fluorescent bulbs, with 
a few raggedy old rugs on the floor to relax and socialize. 
We had no common language but the feeling of hospitality 
was palpable. Rain continued to fall out of the dark skies 
just outside the door and night was starting to come on, but 
as the cheap little Chinese teapot began to warm the room, 
I felt content and privileged to be so far from home in the 
company of brave men.

FAR FROM

We had no common 
language but the 
feeling of hospitality 
was palpable.
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BY PENNFIELD JENSEN
It was a woman who drove me to drink, and I never had the courtesy to thank her for it.

  —W.C. Fields

Alcohol is a big deal in this country, and throughout the 
world. Hundreds of billions of dollars in play, innumera-
ble lives enlivened, enriched, and, alas, also destroyed by 
“demon rum.”
The making and selling of alcohol can be a thrilling 

enterprise, but it is also a war zone. Not only do the major 
brands battle tirelessly over market share among them-
selves, especially as they seek to attract and capture the 
Millennial Market (all you LDA’s—Legal Drinking Age—
out there between the ages of 21 and 32), there is a cultural 
war. Some call it the Craft Revolution. Others see it as 
the War On Craft. I have spent the last 13 years of my life 
deep in the trenches of this revolutionary war, having just 
a few months ago retired as Emeritus Executive Director 
of the American Craft Spirits Association. I began in San 
Francisco, but there have been many stops along the way 
including a stint at Upland Brewing Company assisting in 
its transition to new ownership, and as Executive Director 
of the Brewers Guild of Indiana.

I want to share some of what I have learned over the years 
and what I foresee coming down the pipe. I’m starting here 
under the benefi cence of The Ryder with a three-part series: 
Beer, Bourbon and Beyond. For those who care, I’ve created 
a website of the same name (.com) to share in much greater 
detail what will be here just a scratch on the surface of what 
many believe to be the cradle of modern civilization: the 
creation and enjoyment in its many forms and guises of the 
ultimate frenemy, alcohol.

P A R T  O N E

BEER
Beer is proof that God loves us and loves to see us happy.  
—Benjamin Franklin

It is commonly said that “beer is food.”  The justifi cation for this 
is yeast. Yeast, that elegant, sensitive, tiny single-celled creature 
that converts sugar water into carbon dioxide and … ta da … 
alcohol! These blessed little critters that have been recorded “sing-
ing” (when the fl uid temperature is perfect), just as they have 
been recorded “screaming” (when the temp is too hot).
Although fermentation has been around for untold millennia, 

that yeast was the cause of fermentation is a relatively recent dis-
covery by Louis Pasteur in 1857 who was investigating why beet 
juice sometimes made alcohol and sometimes soured.
Although most, if not all, of yeast’s secrets have now been 

revealed, the fermentation process is worth a closer look. Beer 
fermentation proposes a charming and rather prophetic meta-
phor: typically, the brewer dumps (pitches) yeast into a cozy vat 
of warm malted-barley sugar water (the wort). Yeast heaven! 
Nothing to do but eat, excrete, and make more yeast. Those excre-
tions, as most everyone knows, are primarily carbon dioxide and 
alcohol. And therein lies the rub.  After a few days, the yeast pro-
duce so much alcohol that they pollute their heavenly habitat and 
either die or go into toxic shock. The process is called attenuation. 
At the point where the attenuation is complete, and the yeast are 
totally wrecked, victims of shock and awe, the merciful brewer 
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lowers the temp to Oº C, (which puts all the living ones to 
sleep) and pours himself a sample pint of the consequence 
of that pollution: beer. Perhaps the Master Brewer similar-
ly will show up and thank us for our work here with the 
planet…but on that score I have serious personal doubts.
But, hey, it’s all beer; it’s all good. Which brings up a 

monumental conundrum among afi cionados: lagers vs. 
ales. Until very recently, lagers have reigned more or less 
uncontested upon the throne of beers. With the advent 
of craft brews, predominantly ales, that has begun to 
change…dramatically. There are now over 4,100 craft 
brewers in the United States. They make hundreds of 
diff erent styles, and now generate almost 28% of all beer 
sales, and growing. The big guys are feeling the heat. Case 
in point: Constellation Brands’ billion-dollar acquisition 
of San Diego’s Ballast Point Brewery,  (Yep, one billion. 
Hard to fathom.)

1. Behold the rain which descends from heaven upon our 
vineyards, there it enters the roots of the vines, to be 
changed into wine, a constant proof that God loves us, 
and loves to see us happy

2. A recording of screaming yeast can be downloaded from 
my website beerbourbonandbeyond.com

3. You can view “The African Booze Tree,” a video clip of el-
ephants and baboons and giraff es getting totally wrecked 
on fermented fi gs on my website.

UNTIL VERY RECENTLY, 
LAGERS HAVE REIGNED 
MORE OR LESS 
UNCONTESTED 
UPON THE THRONE OF BEERS. 
WITH THE ADVENT OF 

CRAFT 
BREWS,
PREDOMINANTLY ALES , 
THAT HAS  BEGUN 
TO CHANGE .

Fundamentally, the diff erence between lagers and ales is the kind of 
yeast that’s used. Lager yeast (Saccharomyces pastorianus) got started in 
the 1500’s somewhere in that part of greater Europe more or less around 
Pilsen, from whence hails pilsner. Ale yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) 
also called Baker’s Yeast has been around since the beginning of civili-
zation, and a powerful argument holds that the desire for beer is what 
kick-started staying in one place to grow the grain necessary to make the 
beer that sped non-stop from Mesopotamia 7,000 years ago to Budweiser 
sponsoring the Super Bowl, i.e., civilization as we know it.
The other part of the distinction between lagers and ales is cold brew-

ing vs. warm brewing—often referred to as “top fermenting” (ales) and 
“bottom fermenting” (lagers). But the top-bottom distinction is not as 
precise as the cold vs. warm one. Cold-brewed lagers (under 10° C) give 
us those EZ Drink’n crisp, clean and sometimes slightly skunky fl avored 
beers, and the “light” beers that have virtually no discernable fl avor 
whatsoever. Lagers also age longer and at far lower temperatures in the 
eponymous process called “lagering.” Ales (brewing between 15° - 25° 
C) ferment faster, and tend to be fruitier, with big hugs all around for 
maltiness, hoppyness, and depth of fl avor and color. But here’s the mys-
tery within the conundrum: S.pastorianus does not exist wild anywhere 
in Europe! It has only existed in the vaults of the European brewers and 
their minions, and has been thus secreted since the early 1500s. So, where 
did it come from?
Saccharomyces (sugar-eating yeasts) thrive on oak trees. In 2011 a team 

of scientists found a strain of S.pastorianus growing wild on oak trees in 
Patagonia. Who would have guessed? So, to paraphrase an expert, “How 
the hell did it get to Europe 600 years ago?” [How about the Spanish and 
Portugese conquistadores desperate for oak to repair their ships, or the 

Dylan Swift, Nick’s English Hut
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barrels they used to carry home the booty from a plundered 
continent? All good vectors for the good Sr. Pastorianius being 
a stowaway. Any 
takers for that the-
oretical scenario?] 
No matter how it 
got there, get there it 
did, and the rest, as 
they say is history. 
And today those 
good Dutch, Ger-
man, and Belgian lagers can be found all around the globe.
Ales have taken a diff erent trajectory. Popularized in England 

as pale ale, or Bitter, then enhanced famously during the Raj by 
adding more preservative hops to create India Pale Ale, and now 
the fl agship IPAs of so many modern craft brewers. Hops, ah yes.
The wort  (the barley malt sugar water) is the heart of every 

beer known to man. It is here where most of the bittering and 
fl avoring elements that defi ne a beer’s style and quality get 
introduced. The key bittering agents are hops, of which there 
are at least 32 varieties—many under duress thanks to cli-
mate change, especially in the Northwest where several of the 
more popular hop varieties are grown. And there is a metric for 
judging bitterness, IBUs (International Bittering Units), which most 
brewpubs proudly post, along with the ABV levels (alcohol by volume) 
for each style on tap. But the wort is where other fl avorings are intro-
duced as well: coriander, orange curaçao, chamomile—for wheat beer—
and all sorts of crazy-ass things that irrepressible brewers like to toss in 
such as pumpkin, mulberries, raspberries, persimmons, and so on. Not 
to mention the classic Belgian “sour” beers with their ancient lineages 
that use wild yeast to make a beer then pack in fruit for a (secondary) 
barrel fermentation that can age for a year or more. When done right, 
sour blends with sweet to a fructuous delirium. 
Barley, specifi cally malted barley, is the brewer’s grain of choice 

although other grains are also used, such as rye, or in the case of the 
popular wheat-based styles such as wit (white) or heff eweisen. In 
aggregate, the mixture of ground-up grains is called the mash. And the 
vat in which the mash is transformed into wort is called the mash tun. 
A grain of barley looks a lot like a football that is rounded at one end. 

Basically, it’s a shell made of cellulose surrounding a cache of starch. 
The starch is a kind of battery, storing energy waiting for folks to come 
along and start using it. Those “folks” are enzymes, wormy-shaped 
proteins of enormous power. There’s a little packet of these at the tip 
of the kernel, along with a genetic package containing a barley embryo 
(the light bulb). When triggered by a pleasant shower of warm water, 

In an episode of the Sitcom “Cheers,” Cliff  
explains “the buff alo theory” to Norm.
Well, you see, Norm, it’s like this: A herd of 

buff alo can only move as fast as the slowest 
buff alo. And when the herd is hunted, it is the 
slowest and weakest ones at the back that are 
killed fi rst. This natural selection is good for the 
herd as a whole, because the general speed and 
health of the whole group keeps improving by 
the regular killing of the weakest members.
 In much the same way, the human brain can 

only operate as fast as the slowest brain cells. 
Now, as we know, excessive intake of alcohol 
kills brain cells. But naturally, it attacks the 
slowest and weakest brain cells fi rst. In this 
way, regular consumption of beer eliminates the 
weaker brain cells, making the brain a faster and 
more effi  cient machine. 
And that, Norm, is why you always feel smarter 

after a few beers.

THERE ARE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MY KIA SOUL 
AND A MUSTANG GTO, NAMELY “MUSCLE” AND 
“PERFORMANCE.”  AND THIS IS WHERE THE ART OF 
BREWING MEETS THE SCIENCE OF IT. 

the enzymes wake up and start their work: slowly and carefully 
converting the starch in the kernel to sugar to feed the little green 
shoot that will grow and grow until it anchors itself in the earth 
and builds through the warm days into those amber waves of 
grain we sometimes sing about.
However, if, say, after three days, one halts this barley germina-

tion process by exposing our little sprout to high heat something 
new and exciting has happened: the barley kernel is now malted.  
The Scots famed use of burning peat for this imbues the malt with 
a fl avor that once tasted can never be forgotten, and bless, bless, 
bless them for that! (But all that is in Part 2.) When malted barley 
is ground and mixed with hot water, the enzymes—now freed 
from their measured constraints—convert the mash of crunched 
up starch to sugar water in a process that’s virtually instantaneous. 
The wort is drawn off  and the spent grain (mash to mush) discard-
ed. (Many brewers provide the spent grain to cattle and buff alo 
ranchers.) The wort is boiled—to sanitize it—and hops et al added 
to make a giant pot of malted barley tea that once cooled, will 
serve as the short-lived heaven for our yeast.
But I should not gloss over the signifi cance of wort creation, for 

here is where the art of brew-
ing meets the science of it. So 
far, my description of wort is 
similar to saying automobiles 
use internal combustion. But 

Kelly McKiernan, Lennie’s (BBC)
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there are diff erences between my Kia Soul and a Mustang GTO, 
namely “muscle” and “performance.” 
Yeasts vary widely in their ability to tolerate alcohol. “Muscle” yeasts 

produce higher than average ABVs, and as taste trends have red-shifted 
toward hoppyer, higher alcohol beers, such as Trappist-style tripels and 
Imperial IPAs, these yeast strains have become popular. However, to get 
the higher ABV, the brewer needs heavier worts, that is he needs more 
available sugar. Comparing the weight or specifi c gravity of a particular 
wort to the weight of plain water provides a metric diff erential between 
the two. At the conclusion of fermentation a second measurement is tak-
en and the diff erence between the incoming wort and the outgoing beer 
determines how much of the sugar has been converted to alcohol, call it 
performance. What the yeast does not consume is called residual sugar.
The true artistry comes when the brewer can combine just the 

right amount of “heavy” wort with just the right amount of hops so 
that the yeast attenuate leaving the least amount of residual sugar 
behind. Call it “balance.” Achieving that fulcrum point of perfect 
balance among all the variables is the Holy Grail for most brewers, 
and is the main reason you should pay attention to the specialty and 
seasonal releases from our great local breweries. Some say perfection 
has been achieved: Dark Lord Imperial Stout from Three Floyds in 
Munster, Indiana, but it is only released once a year, on Dark Lord 
Day. Some people wait in line all night to secure a few precious bot-
tles (very limited release) at the brewery. If you’re up for it, this year 
Dark Lord Day is April 25th.
About now is when most of my audiences start glancing at their 

watches or longingly at the bar with its glinting bottles and beck-
oning taps, hoping for a pint. I don’t blame them, and that’s what I 
would like to do as well, join up and to take in the truly best part of 
the great process of brewing: drinking and savoring the combined 
artistry of brewer and brewed. 
Cheers.

Next up in our March 21st issue: Bourbon! (Actually, whiskey—or 
whisky if you wish—in all its myriad and delightful forms.)

Top Left to Right
Caleb Staton, Director of Sour Operations; Eli Trinkle, 
Cellarman; Pete Batule, VP of Operations
Bottom Left to Right
Adam Covey, Quality Assurance Manager; Nicholas Neh-
ring, Assistant Brewer/Cellar; Cody Chestnut, Assistant 
Brewer/Cellar
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First is the tight-fi tting leather 
jumpsuit, black as midnight, the 
straps on the sleeveless top a 
couple inches wide, the neckline 
scooping below the collarbone. Sec-
ond are the over-the-knee English 
riding boots, complete with plastic 
shin guards attached above. Next 
is the brown leather belt hanging 
down the leg. The brown shoulder 
harness follows, connected in the 
center back and clasped near the 
armpits. The brown cape stretches 
from the neck to the knee. Abbie 
Aloisi straightens her fi re-red wig 
with her black wrist gloves. She 
picks up her single-blade purple 
light saber. Her outfi t is complete.
Dark Side User, Abbie Aloisi, 

and her fi ancé Sith Lord Devon 
Burder, are members of the 501st 
Legion. They live regular lives in 
Bloomington but on weekends they 
become human action fi gures, trav-
eling around Indiana appearing at 
charity events dressed as Star Wars 
characters. 
Abbie spends her days sewing, 

painting, sculpting armor, and 
creating costumes from the ground 
up, and she can’t think of a better 
hobby. When I met her she was 
organizing fabric, sewing Devon’s 
cloak for his Imperial Guard cos-
tume, playing with her Furbacca (a 
Chewbacca Furby) and putting the 

fi nal touches on her Han and Leia 
Cake topper for the wedding in 
March. Devon helps with painting, 
trimming, gluing and research. 
“You’re always in the middle of 

a project,” Abbie says. “I would 
compare that to someone working 
on a car. My next troop is your next 
car show.” The comparison is tell-
ing; there is little room in Abbie’s 
garage for an automobile. Rather, 
it is stuff ed with cardboard boxes 
overfl owing with costumes and 
accessories. Storm trooper helmets 
cover a display table. Light sabers 
are stored in gun cases cushioned 
with foam padding. Rubberized 

blasters sit propped up against 
walls. Look closely and you’ll spot 
Darth Revan’s breastplate in the 
corner. 

Abbie and Devon are aware 
costuming is not generally recog-
nized as an art form. But, they say, 
they put in as much time and eff ort 
as conventional artists. Take Star 
Wars out of the equation, Abbie 
says, and it’s sewing, painting and 
sculpting, which is the same skill 
set as that of a fashion designer or 
artist. 
“The armor doesn’t come in one 

piece,” Abbie says. “Somebody 
molds it. Somebody sculpts a 
pattern using a vacuum table that 
super heats a piece of plastic and 
sucks it down over mold. You have 
to cut it out. You have to shape it 
for your face.” 
Costuming isn’t the cheapest of 

pleasures. Most guns are within 
$300-$400. Stormtrooper costumes 
range from $1500 to $3000. Darth 
Vader can be $6000-$7000. Light 
sabers are relatively cheap at $75 
but adding a can cost around $1000 
and let’s face it, who wants a light 
saber without a sound kit?  
Abbie’s primary costume is Mara 

Jade, who one day will marry Luke 
Skywalker (trust me on this). She 
and Devon also dress as storm-

troopers and imperial offi  cers: 
black, sleek outfi ts that have an 
iconic look, Abbie says. Their 
newest costumes, Cantina Band In-
strumentalists from Episode 1, are 
works in progress. They have their 
masks and gloves, the latex apparel 
3D scans of the original. Still, cloth 
modifi cations and instrument 
building remain for the project to 
be fi nished.
Their guns look like they were 

pulled straight from the movie, 
with one big exception: they’re 
rubber. “You can hand them to kids 
and not worry,” Devon says.  But 
the guns look real if you’re just 

MARA JADE, DARTH VADER, CHEWBACCA 
DON’T LOOK NOW BUT THEY MIGHT BE LIVING RIGHT NEXT DOOR 

BY PAIGE HUTSON

Abbie Aloisi as Mara Jade and Devon Burder as Darth Revan. 
(Photo: Bryan Humphrey “Mad Scientist with a Camera”)
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walking down the street with them. In fact, 
when they costume at WonderLab, they are 
allowed light sabers, but no guns. Some events, 
especially movie releases, won’t even allow 
masked costumes.
“One of the guys ran into that when we did 

an Evansville Icemen hockey game in January,” 
Devon says. “Got stopped by a cop, somebody 
reported a guy walking around. He’s not in 
his stormtrooper gear yet and he’s carrying the 
gun and it looks like a machine gun, because 
it’s based on a real machine gun.” 
Abbie works on making Devon’s costume 

more comfortable, fi xing odds and ends of 
his costumes. Now, she’ll work on making his 
costume more wearable. “If it’s the hardest 
thing ever and it’s uncomfortable as hell, you’ll 
never want to wear it,” Devon says.
Preparing costumes for wear is a joint eff ort, 

but so is taking the gear on and off . “Putting all 
this on by yourself is not possible,” Abbie says. 
“You have to have help.” Stormtrooper gear is 
not made to bend and it’s not possible to sit. 
Troopers help each other out of stormtrooper 
gear while still in half gear and they say it’s 
best to rely on a helper. The hardest part of 
dressing and undressing is the English riding 
boots. “We have to drag each other across the 
fl oor to get them off ,” Devon says.  
Star Wars characters are separated into “good 

guys” and “bad guys.” Abbie and Devon love 
appearing as the latter. “The costumes are more 
striking,” Abbie says. “Everybody wants to 
be the good guy, but if you look at a Jedi next 
to Vader, there’s no comparison. Everyone is 
awestruck by Vader.”
“The Mara Jade character is appealing 

because she’s both sides,” Abbie says. “She’s 
good. She’s bad. She fi gures out what’s going 
on and it’s pretty neat” But when push comes 
to shove, Abbie says, “I’m a bad guy fi rst and 
foremost.”
Devon’s Darth Revan, lived 4,000 years before 

the fi rst chronological movie took place. His 
character originated with the Knights of the 
Old Republic, a role-playing video game from 
the early 2000s. 

Abbie realized she was destined for the 501st 
in the early 2000s. She helped out at Gen Con 
in Indianapolis, a tabletop game conven-
tion, where she would beta test games in her 
homemade Renaissance gowns. One day, she 
stepped outside for a break and encountered 
dozens of stormtroopers. 
“And let me tell you, I was star struck,” Abbie 

says. “I walked out and I was surrounded by 
storm troopers and I was drooling. I just about 
passed out.”
But Abbie had young children and so waited 

until 2013 before putting creating her fi rst 
costume. In May 2014, she was approved to be 
a part of the 501st Legion. Originally, Burder 
started accompanied Aloisi to events. To make 

himself useful, be would help stormtroopers (who are often visually impaired be-
cause of their helmets) to see children as they approached. Then Abbie took Devon to 
an armor party--he was hooked.
“He was going to help get me in costume, but then he met the group,” Abbie says. 

“It’s amazing, the group in Indiana. He saw how cool they were and how everybody 
interacted. He got his costume started right after that.”
The 501st has 8000 members all over the world. divided into garrisons. The Blood-

fi n Garrison stretches from Kokomo to Jasper, including 74 active members ready to 
costume up and troop on throughout the lower three quarters of Indiana. 
The 501st Legion is ready for service at any time. They’ve costumed up for the cele-

bratory events at the International Space Station Exhibit and the Indiana State Muse-
um, organized New Year’s Eve parties for kids, Jedi Science Weekend at WonderLab, 
Scotty’s Toy Drives and Walks for Riley. They also arrive in style at Purdue games, 
Evansville Icemen and Indy Fuel games. They take part in meet-and-greets at the 

Abbie Aloisi in her Mara Jade Costume with her Favorite Wookie from the 
Rebel Legion’s Apollo Base. (courtesy photo)
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Children’s Museum. At least twice a 
year, stormtroopers will gear up for 
the public libraries and read books to 
children. 
The 501st costumers are unpaid vol-

unteers. and don’t accept payment. 
Most of their events are sponsored 
through specifi c charities -- Riley 
Hospital Walk-a-Thon and Make a 
Wish -- and the funds raised stay 
with that charity. 
The age gamut in the 501st stretches 

from 18 (you must be 18 years old 
to join) to 60 and up. One man who 
appears as Emperor in the Florida 
Garrison is in his early 80s, Devon 
says. Abbie They call him Daddy 
Star Wars. A lot of people start in 
their early 20s. “They’re done with 
college,” Devon says, “and can aff ord 
$700 for a set of armor.”
Just as the ages of the 501st spans 

decades, so do the ages of their fans. 
Parents are excited to introduce their 
kids to the characters they grew up 
with, explains Staci Radford-Vincent, 
WonderLab’s program and outreach 
manager: “The best part about it is 
how parents and kids get excited 
about the same thing and share that 
excitement together.” And Abbie 
adds, “The generation gap melts.”
Abbie and Devon met Star Wars 

celebrity, Peter Mayhew (Chewbacca) 
at Dragon Con in Atlanta. Mayhew 
opened up about his failing knees. 
He used to do his own stunts but 
now relies on a stunt double. Abbie 
studied up on his mannerisms and 
can now distinguish Mayhew from 
his double in the fi lm.
“I was geeking out,” Abbie says. 

“When I was watching The Force 
Awakens, I could tell which one was 
which. Peter Mayhew will cock his 
head and he’ll look at you. There’s 
a scene at the end, and I gotta ask 
if it was him, at one of the very end 
scenes he looks at Rey and sweetly 
tilts his head. I know that was Peter.”
Meeting the occasional film star 

is nice but it’s the run of the mill 
stormtroopers and other costum-
ers who make the 501st special. 
It’s the chance to meet and 
socialize with people who geek 
out just as much as she does. “We 
have teachers, we have moms, we 
have nail techs -- gay, Christian, 
you name it,” Abbie says. “That’s 
what’s so cool about Star Wars. 
There is no race. There is no reli-
gion. It’s just a love of Star Wars.”

        I WALKED OUT AND I WAS 
SURROUNDED BY STORM TROOPERS 
  AND I WAS DROOLING. 
                      I JUST ABOUT PASSED OUT.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle Costumer and Abbie Aloisi 
in her Cantina Band Bith costume.  (courtesy photo)
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ELIZABETH HARDY JONES
BECAUSE BECOME
This album has all of the signs of being a good road-trip compan-
ion. It has enough variation from song to song and there’s some-
thing fun about the overlaid vocalization and light drumming. 
But it sounds similar to other soft rock singers/ songwriters of 
today and I don’t feel Jones really clearly defi nes her identity and 
vision. “Weather Man” shows a hint of some sharp and emotion-

ally wrought lyricism, and “I Watch You Fall” has the markings of 
a crossover hit, but that’s it in terms of tracks that grab you. The 
problem is that because her artistic voice isn’t very enthused in 
the songs they sound fl at and gain no uniqueness. Still she has a 
foundation here for the beginnings of a strong career and perhaps 
will gain more direction as she continues at her craft.

RIYL: Bear Attack, Fiona Apple, Regina Spektor

B

-NONI FORD

HOODIE ALLEN
HAPPY CAMPER
Hoodie Allen’s newest album is fast paced, fun, and perfect music to 
drive to. It’s a summer album that was put out in the dead of winter. 
It jumps with life and vibes well. Hoodie’s lyrics are smart and work 
well with the structure of the album. Every song can be listened to 
individually, but that does mean that the songs don’t work well to-
gether as a unifi ed work. You don’t just have to be a rap fan to enjoy 
the light beats and fantastic lyricism of this release. Happy Camper 
is an early leader for rap album of the year.
RIYL: G-Eazy, Mac Miller

A

-TOM RAFFIN
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WET
DON’T YOU
Wet’s debut has all of the components to be a great album. It really 
contains so much promise. Yet they miss on a few key notes. Optimism 
abounds with the fi rst track, “It’s All in Vain,” as the chorus holds strong 
and the lyrics ring clear. From there things take an unfortunate and 
considerable step back from the beautiful electronic murmur that opens 
the album to a shouted presence; Wet has turned the knob up from 10 
to 11 in their production and this causes them to miss the mark by just a 
touch. Regrettably this mistake creates a white noise that distracts from 
the band’s natural and still very evident talents. Overall, the album is 
certainly very listenable and is easy to get lost in on a long drive or as 
one studies late at night. The potential for bigger and better things is still 
there and Wet is a group to look out for in the coming years.
RIYL:Broods,Dum Dum Girls, Lana Del Rey

B 
-TOM RAFFIN

MYSTERY JETS
CURVE OF THE EARTH
The Mystery Jets are finally back! Their latest album took three years to produce, 
but as most who are familiar with the band would expect, it was well worth the 
wait. The basic elements of the band still exist: Blaine Harrison’s distinctive, sooth-
ing  banshee-like vocals, William Rees’s George Harrison-esque tonal qualities, 
and the dreamy synth electric guitar riffs we’ve all grown to equate with the band 
when combined together. Every album thus far delves into a different subgenre 
of rock, with this one evoking strong hints of early 70s’ space rock-otherwise 
known as the time when all we wanted to hear was a rockin’ space opera with a 
good story arc and every chord drenched in a synthesizer. One song in particular 
called “Saturnine” sounds like it was pulled from David Bowie’s back catalog, 
completely in tune with his Ziggy Stardust days. 
RIYL: Creeping Pink, Arctic Monkeys

A+
-NONI FORD

 SEAN TRISCHKA
THE SHUFFLE
A vintage drum set glows on stage of a dimly lit kitsch bar.  The shells sparkle gold, beaming like a 
spotlight as their reigning master makes them boom and pop, the club dances deep into the night.  Sean 
Trischka, singer-songwriter and multi-instrumentalist, has created an original album that pulls from the 
roots of folk, funk, blues, rock, and pop assembling an ambitious body of work he calls The Shuffl  e.  Se-
an’s versatile voice takes on every texture from low growls to smooth mid-range melodies to soaring 
falsetto cries that cut through the band like a knife through warm butter.  Trischka’s talent as a storyteller 
can be heard throughout the album in both his originals and his non-apologetic cover of Kurt Cobain’s 
“All Apologies”, the MTV Unplugged rendition.  Though playing on diff ering tracks, both Sean and 
Mike Calabrese of Lake Street Dive accompany these songs with a stripped-down style of drum-
ming.  They use robust bass drums, crackling snare drums, loose tom fi lls and rattling cowbell grooves 

driven by shaking tambourines that make this album an utter joy to consume.  Sean Trischka, I’m sold. 
RIYL: Mark Ronson, Lake Street Dive, Phish, The Beatles

 A++
-JULIAN LOIDA
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